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THERE is little doubt
in Carranza's imnd
that he is the most
patriotic '.nan in
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?oon. These reports, which, are
brief, do not axplain when General
Cerranza is to resign, or how, but in
dicate that the conference finished Its
work successfully last night.
All tho generals in attendance appeared to be well pleased with the
eel

CONVENTION 10
GUARANTEE
.

GARDNER' 'THINKS

1

CANNOT

results. The only authorized delegates
reported absent were those from
EAC E
Gcr.erals Maytorena and Zapata.
The convention today Is said to be
the arrival of these delegates
awaiting
ALL FACTIONS WILL
SUPPORT
to sign the "peace pact." After this CONGRESSMAN SAYS THE UNITEO
MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
STATES IS NOT PREPARED
document is signed it is said, a public
FORMED BY IT
FOR A WAR
session of the conference will be held
'
to name a successor to Carranza.
PREVAILING
IS
HARMONY
CAN'T BACK UP ITS TALK
Carranza Still Supreme
Mexico City, Oct. 15. The Mexican
AND foreign minister Ystdro Faballa today THIS NATION IS IN NO POSITIOM
VILLA, ZAPATA, CARRANZA
denied that General Carranza had reOTHER LEADERS' REPRESENTO DEFEND THE MONROE
TATIVES PRESENT
signed the supreme power of the conDOCTRINE
stitutionalists for Villareal, governor
of the state of Nuevo Leon.
HE
GOES
ON
WANTS
INVESTIGATION
STILL
BATTLE

FIGHT

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS,

!
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The Germans, who are. moving on Ostend, are reported by neu- tral sources to have occupied Brueges, 17 miles east o the former

GENERAL GAINS

!

city.

German
A German official statement sent by wireless says
troops in Belgium are marching in part towards Ostend and in part
toward the French frontier. There has been heavy fighting east of
Soissons and the Argonne, and the Germans have at no point' lost
ground, it is declared. . French claims of successes In the Woevre
district are denied.
Today's French official statement announced that the allies made
marked progress in the region of Lenz and between Arras and Al- berli. On the center the allies, it is said, have advanced in the dt- rection of Craonne, while a German offensive movement to the north
.
of Saint Die has been definitely checked.
eastern
in
the
situation
the
and"
claims
The reports
regarding
theater ave as conflicting as before. A dispatch from Petrograd
army was completely defeated Wednes- says that the Austro-Germaof
in
Warsaw, Russian Poland, suffering enor-the neighborhood
day
mous losses.
A wireless message from Berlin says that It was omciauy an- nouueed there today that the battle to the east'of Wirballen, in Rus- sian Poland, conlnues after 11 days of fighting, favorable to the Ger- mans. Repeated advances of the Russians have been repulsed with
heavy losses.
Paris says that the fighting continues along the front; from War-saw to Przemysl, but gives no details.
A Russian advance in east Prussia Is suggested in a dispatch
from Amsterdam, which quotes a German correspondent at Rasten- burg as reporting that the civilian population of Goldap has,vacuatreasons
and precautions."
ed the town for "military
Goldap is In east Prussia, ten miles from the frontier and about
35 miles north of Lyck, where the Russians were recently reported.
A news dispatch from Rome says that fire In the Austria-Hungar- ian arsenal at Trieste virtually destroyed a dreadnaught and damag- Several workmen suspected of incendiar- ed six torpedo destroyers.
Ism have been arrested'.
Cholera is reported among the Russians and Austrians, typhus
among some of the German forces, while the British are rushing
experts to France to make war on various illnesses of cavalry horses.
Sweeping claims of victories over the Servians and Montenegrins
are made at Vienna. On" the other hand the Servian government, in
an optimistic statement, says rjiat'; Belgrade is no longer in danger
and some government business is being resumed at the capital. Foodstuff is declared to be abundant.
.
fever in Italy Is said to be abating while Tur-The
..
mood.
in
a
truculent
continues
key
Holland is overrun with Belgian refugees and the arrival of rcfu- gees in England has afforded a serious problem for Great Britain.
The United States probably will be appealed to for aid.
A
Tfnrfhpr detachments of Canadian troons were landed In England
today.
The British royal family is leaving for Sandringham, 90 miles
north.

FOE ALLIES
London, Oct. 15. The "Battle o
tho Rivers," the long line of which
still stretches across France, stood in
the background today In "contrast with
the comparatively small field of operations In the department of Nord and
in West Flanders, where the contenddeing allies and German armies may
cide during the next week a pkase
of the struggle whiciv bccame-acut- e
when the Germans occupied Antwerp
and Ghent. It seems plain now that
the German plan was to speed on
to Ostend and thence to the many
French ports in the same impetous
toway that characterized the rush
wards Paris, but in this, their military experts are said to have been
meeting the most stubborn kind of
resistance.
The rigidness of censorship precludes more than guesses as to which
side scored In the fighting which, followed the retirement of the Belgians
and the advance of the Germans In
tho vicinity of Ghent. In the rear of
that city it Is said that the Germans
liave 10,000 men, and all signs indicate
that a violent battle for possession of
Ostend and other channel ports Is lm- mlnent or In actual progress.
What became of the Belgian army
which retreated from Antwerp- is not
yet known to the public. Nor is the
composition of the allied forces seeking to check the Germans seaward
advance clear.
As was the case nefore th'e fall of
Antwerp, the British press in a measure discounts, the German occupation
of Ostend, though.it was pointed out
to
today that if the allies continue
the town of Ypress, which cuts
the German lines, the continued occuGerpation of Ostend will be brief.
as
far
In
Belgium
mans are reported
northwest as Brueges, which place
their cyclists and patrols are said to
have entered.
indiNothing during the forenoon
cated any marked change in the situation In France or in the eastern
arena.
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Oct. t5. Two expediforces
of Portuguese troops,
tionary
for one of which English transports
were used, sailed from Lisbon on September 10 to reinforce garrisons in
Portuguese possessions in Africa
which adjoin those of Germany. This
was made known today by C. Rangal
Jo Sampaio, Portuguese consul genend is the .first
eral at New T '
news to reach this country of any actual military preparations by Portugal
for the eventuality of that country's
participation in the war.
New

AS-

AFFAIR

York,

WOULD HAVE COMMITTEE EXAM.
INE INTO COUNTRY'S MILITARY EQUIPMENT

IN ROY

Washington, Oct. 15, Inquiry into
Washington, Oct. 15. Adjournment
the preparedness of the United States
of the Mexican convention at Aguas
Calientes last night, without acting PAUL TYLER IS KILLED BY BUL- for war, "offensive and defensive," by
a national security commission was
on the proposed resignation of Gen-orLET FROM OSCAR KIDD'S
REVOLVER
Carranza as first chief, pending
proposed in a joint resolution introduced in the house today by Reprethe arrival of additional delegates
Paul Tyler, about 22 years of age, sentative Gardner of Massacruseti .s,
representing Zapata, was announced
today in official dispatches to the son of Sam Tyler, proprietor of the who recently returned from the war
state department, from Consular Agents Branch hotel at Roy, was shot and zone in Europe.
l
and Kanova. October 20 killed yesterday by "Oscar'KWd,"" rre-cen- t
i "n'ave introduced this reiiolulln,;
arrival in Roy from Texas, fol- to provide investigation of the mi
was tentatively agreed upon as the
date for reconvening the convention. lowing a quarrel said to have origin- tary status of the United States," sa t
In secret session yesterday the con- ated when Tyler accused Kidd of con- Mr. Gardner in a statement accomwith panying the resolution, "because f
vention agreed that its authority in ducting himself improperly
Mexico should be declared supreme Tyler's wife.
England Can't Help It
know that a public search will open
The report is that Kidd, who had the eyes of Americans to a situation
Peking, Oct. 15. Replying to tho on the arrival of the Zapatistas. This
Chinese protest concerning the occu report indicated that Carranza's re- been living at the hotel conducted which is being concealed from them.
"The United States is totally unpation by the Japanese of the railroad signation was not actually presented by Tyler, Sr., called at the hostelry
in Shan Tung province which has been and would not be until the conven- - abcut 10 o'clock yesterday morning prepared for a war, in the defensive
used In connection with the compaign tion reconvened. Both Carothers and 'for his clothes and effects, having ar- - or offensive against a real power. In
against Kiao Chow, Great Britain has Kanova reported that harmony reign- ranged to move to a nearby ranch my opinion, the effect of the vast
to which he is said to have acquired sums of money spent by Carnegie in
answer ed at the close of the session.
no alternative, the British
iYlor to the decision to defer final title. Oscar Tyler refused to let him his peace propaganda was to blind
says, owing to the fact that this rail
and that the action regarding Carranza, however, enter the hotel. Words followed, and Americans to the fact that our na
road Is "German-owne- d
Germans were using it.;, for military thf;re were many heated debates. it is stated that Tyler hurled the un tional security from a military point
which threatened to disrupt the con, pardonable retort at Kidd over the of view Ib undermined.
purposes.
vention. Dispute was started by a shoulder of his mother who had come
"Nearly every army and navy ofresolution Introduced by Colonel Edu-aid- to the door to block Kidd's entrance ficer to whom I have spoken tells, me
providing that the conven- when her son first went Inside.
the same story of Inadequate security.
AUSTRIAN VESSELS tion beHay,declared
Then Tyler Is said to have lunged I have
supreme as It stood.
yet to speak to a singie memVilla delegates, according to the of past his mother through the doorway, ber of either the committee on naval
ficial
opposed this, urging that pulling his gun as be came. A young affairs or 'the committee on military
DAMAGED BY FIRE ,Zapatareport,
should he fully represented mar,, named Jay, who had gone to the affairs of the house of
representatives.
uh Kidd, struck Tyler's T&rm in whose judgment I have confidence,
at the convention until filial, action
,.
was taken. Hay made a speech, It Is down as he raised the gun. Tyler got who does not in
private make the
FOR rid, In which he declared that the the. gun again and fired twice at Kidd,
INCENDIARISM
IS BLAMED
all these genadmission.
Bame
Yet,
CONFLAGRATION OCCURRING
leaders represented at the convention according to the word that, reached tlemen seem to consider it their duty
AT TRIESTE
reKidd then drew,
Lao Vegas today.
should combine to put down any
to refrain from any public statement."'
bellion a?alnst the government finally and in quick succession both men firMr. Gardner, referring to the pros15.
Fire In the gov- set up by the convention. General ed two shots each, neither of Tyler's
London, Oct.
and peace of the United States
perity
ernment arsenal at Trieste, the prin- Obregcn and General Angeles made taking effect, but. both of Kidd's strikto
and
the "wonderful South AmeriAustria-Hungaron
y
cipal seaport of
ing true, one in the arm and the can continent which we have closed
speeches counselling barmony.
the Adriatic sea, has virtually destroy
Finally Colonel TTay withdrew his other, the fatal one, in the stomach. to European colonization by the Monunder resolution and introduced another pro- Tyler died this morning.
ed an Austrian dreadnought
roe doctrine," declared that he could
construction there, according to a viding for the sending of an urgent
Both Kidd and Jay, who was un not
understand "how any intelligent
Central News dispatch from Rome.
invitation to Zapata to send delegates armed, it is said, ran into a barn, of- of history can fail to sea that
student
were
Six torpedo boat destroyers also
and the postponement of action on the fering to give themselves up if they we
are
impotent to defend ourselves
damaged by the fire, which quickly resignation of General Carranza. In were promised protection. It is furlh- to
and
enforce the Monroe doctrine
the workshop. It is alleged secret session It was decided to de- er said that while they were in hidSHOE STOPS TRAFFIC enveloped
moral suasion and financial niigl;t
by
In
tho
woodwork
at
and
a
nf
to
convention
tried
get.
(hat
sovereign
clare the
quantity
ing, several people
a'wnal was soaked with petroleum. this fact later was Announced in the them to shoot them, and that. Faro j alonev"
"The .time has not yet come." Mr,
IN THE PANAMA CANAL A number of workmen have been ar- open session.
Tyler, the father of the dead man, Gardner
asserted, "when the
rested. The arsenal is" said to have
The administration leaders were of went into a store and bought a shot
can
States
afford to allow the mai-Haor
tne grai. This, however, is only rumor.
been greatly damaged.
the- opinion that the opinion
of
her
gona to be destroyed, ;ai-.spirit
SLVERAL SHIPS ARE CAUGHT IN
convention made it probable that all Kidd is said to have oeen armed with 'all
millions in the woi V
the
Carnegie
to
would
able
be
THE WATERWAY EARLY
factions In Mexico
a .38 caliber automatic revolver," and
AMERICAN SHIP HELD
of us w ho
not
will
silence
those
TODAY
come to an agreement which would Tyler used a .45 Colt's.
cannot
bullets
be stopped
that
15
After
Oct.
being include the suppression of minor dis
San Francisco,
Jay, who is said to have participat- with
nor powder vanquic'lieil
bombast,
with
for
clearance
Valparaiso
elements..
and
in
the
cordant
ed
the quarrel
granted
fight only
Panama, Oct. 15. A serious land a cargo of coal today, the American
No More Troops Needed
as a peacemaker, wag unarmed, and by platitudes,"
a
at
cut
late
Culebra
Mr. Gardner declared in his statethe
in
slide
freighter Sacramento, formerly the Colonel Hatfield, at N'aco, Ariz , tel did'not fire a shot. "With Kidd, Howhour last night interrupted completely German Kosmos liner Alexandria, was
ment
that with, respect to the rrra-en- t
egraphed Secretary Garrison today ever, he is under arrest. Both men
all traffic through the Panama canal. halted outside the Golden Gate by a
war, concerning wV.teh
European
at
least
bad
,hr.Ve waived nreliminarv examination
that Governor Maytorena
Several ships in the canal have been revenue cutter and brought back to 4.000 troops
attacking the Carranza al)(1 ere awaiting the action of the ite ha1 Eome Personal Insight, bavins
unable to complete their passage.
.
"V'icwa
port. Captain Anderson, a wireless geirisM, that ho was looking for 500 iand jury They
wongilt-tLb were ta t5l zom of Coll"k-tThe reports indicate that there
a
not
neutral.'
those
of
were
two
sailors
and
and
men
district
Cananca
brought
the
from
M.
Vf
F.
operator
this
Hughes,
morning
gas
by
were earth movements on both sides ashore-- in a launch, and the Sacra- that a
"I am entirely convinced," paid li
large force of reinforcements '.r.vmty commissioner and deputy sher- into the channel from the slopes of mento anchored off Alcatraz island. were
the German cause 13 mho
"that
Colonel
from
Nogales,
expected
jfj 0f jfora county. They likely will
Old and Contractors' hills, which are
Hatfield said no more United States DB taken to the Mora county "ail in and, moreover, a menace to the I'H
oi posite each, other. Colonel Goethals
cipbs of democracy. Furthermore.
trccps were needed to enforce order the city of Mora
TRADING IS RESUMED
and other officials today were making
believe that tho find of ha'tW w
at the border town.
an examination of the damage.
defeat on tho
(visit
)'- t
Toronto, Ontario, Oct. 15 AuthorizCOMMANDER IS NAMED
i mutter
nw-&Uln
t
wo
which
ed trading among the brokers of the
wing,
Successful
Was
Conference
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
The Me er member t'.nt since Vie. hvr'-'".-'Amsterdam. Oct. 1
Toronto stock exchange was begun
Acnaa Calientes.' Mexico, Oct.. 13.
1
Is for cash and is Unofficial reports of tlio results of th
ii
in t
i;.:'k;vs K" vf
it '
7' u'-- f n Johnny Kilbano vs. Abe Atteli, 20 today. The trading
T
t
r n
cn
both
f
securities
listed
t
to
t
rr
'
r
rioted
i,
t
conforcr.ee
'rr
Calif.
ppp
rounds, at. Vernon,
f
to (!
the Nexv York en-- Toronto exchmii'cs.
Al Reich vs. Jim Coffey, 10 rounds,
be
will
th.
No
published.
prOFtdWi
prices
at New York City.
s

o
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LOSSES AT

ALLIES

Paris Makes Statement
commuParis, Oct. 15 The official
war
French
nication given out by the
follows:
as
is
afternoon
.office this
"In Belgium German troops comtoing from Antwerp are marching
ward the west, and on the evening of
October 14 they were reported in the
region of Brueges and Thllt (15 miles
southeast of Brueges.)
"First, On our left wing, the enemy
has evacuate.1 the left bank of the
I.ys. Between the Lys and the canal
of La Basse, the situation shows no
change.
"In the region of Lens and between
Arras and Albert, our progress has
been marked.
"Between the Sorome and Otse
there has been no change. The Germans have cannonaded our lines, with-onhowever, delivering any infantry
attacks.
(Continued on Page Five)

SIEGE OF NACO PROGRESSES,
SAILANTS RECEIVING REINFORCEMENTS

'

-

.

FATAL SHOOTING

BE-KEUTRA-

GIG

Un-un-

GERMANY'S HEAVY GUNS OFTEN
KILLED 40 MEN AT EACH
EXPLOSION

(by wireless to
telegram received here
from Rotterdam says that the losses
of Belgian and English troops during
the bombardment of Antwerp were tremendous.
Bursting shells from the
German side repeatedly killed at one
between 40 and 50 soldiers In
the Antwerp trenches,
The statement from Russian sources
to the effect that two German submarines were sunk during the attack off
the gulf of Finland last week on the
Russian cruiser Fallada, was today
ptven official denial In Berlin. More
than two billion marks ($500,000,000)
(already hfld been paid In on the war
lc:ms.
This Is nearly $1,000,000,000
(marks more than Is required.
Berlin, Oct.
L. I.)

A
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special badges, denoting uie duly diWarrant 10733, Optic Pub. Co., part
Fidel Ortiz, chairman; beard may obtain from the district
Present:
vision, such as. "P" for park and numdel. tax list pub., general
matters
on
certain
payment
his
advice
John H. York, county commissioner; atcorne7
ber of the constable on the collar, and Antonio A.
1913, $150.
fund,
to
ccucty
said
roadway
commisproposed
pertaining
Gallegos, county
Ta VednaLondinaStoro
such necessary Implements as first
Warrant 10734, El Independiente
t
sioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the Public Road Precinct No. 22:
aid appliances, including smelling
Pablo Jaramillo, Interpreter.
M. A. Sanchez appeared before the Pub. Co., part payment del. tax list
board;
salts (for cases, not for the police
The record of the proceedings of the board and made complaint that that pub. general county fund, 1913, $150.
women), police whistles, district map last regular session, read, approved certain
SidoPlflSA
South
Warrant 10735, Optic Pub. Co., pub.
public road leading from Las
1862
EstaUisKod
and pocket torches will complete the and
Sanchez and to Canyon Lar commissioners proceedings, general
to
signed.
Vegas
equipment.
go, which was at a previous meeting county fund, 1913, $00.30.
Public Road Precinct No. 8:
The new" police women are already
cleared of all obstructions by order
been
Warrant 10736, Optic Pub. Co., pub.
Two
present
having
petitions
and
hard at work learning
ed to the board this" day, each signed of the commissioners, has again been commissioners proceedings, general
self defense, police drill, signalling,
erection of a wire county fund, 1913, $54.30.
TcmMit is a good tims to do your shopping the new, improved lightby a number of residents of said pre- obstructed by' the
police court procedure and first aid.
maintained
as light as
makes
store
the
installed
said
across
have
practically
fence
Ro
we
one
A.
roadway
of
Jose
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
cinct, complaining
Warrant 10737, D. R. Murray, fees.
ing systtra
Every woman so far enrolled has had
G. Calhoun
or
Lorl
B.
E.
In
casts.
Come
the
white
certain
matched
Cropp
who
it
colors'
be
by
is
light
obstructing
m.ay easily
J. p., general county fund, 1913, $5.20.
There are. many times when one to pass a medical examination as to driguez,
dav, and
old style tungsten lighting.
public roads in said precinct, and ask- and Lillie Calhoun, this complainant
man questions another's actions and
Warrant 10738, Agua Pura Co., wa
in and see how far it is in advance of the
physical fitness and care has been
been unable to ascertain the
motives. Men act differently under taken only to accept those otherwise ing that said party be compelled to having
ter
rent, Aug. 1914, general county
and upon motion,
The ques- qualified to undertake this new re remove such obstructions from said owner of said fence,
different circumstances.
fund.
$25.
the
It is ordered by the board that
public highways and to refrain from
tion is, what would you do right now sponsibility!.
10739, Mt. States Tel. and
Warrant
B.
E.
said
15o Children's Hose, 8c
parties
further interfering with, the use of clork notify the
if you had a severe cold? Could you
Pay Day Specials on sale October 15,
45.
to
30
The
from
Tel.
The
Co.,
telephone rent, August, 1914,
ages range
Good quality, ribbed school
said public roads by the general pub- Cropp and Lori G. Calhoun and Lillie
16 and 17 only.
For Cash only. No
do better than to take Chamberlain's force is ruled
Damer
a
fund, $17.25.
chief
(Miss
county
F.
W.
geenral
by
Hose in black only; all sizes.
and nipon motion said petition, is CuJhoun, through their agent
phone orders please.
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recom Dawson), deputy
Nina lic,
10740, Felix G. y Gutierrez,
chief
Warrant
(Miss
of
either
or
if
that
the
at
further
they,
20c
considered
Calhoun,
25c Wunder Hose,
?1.55
pair
passed to be
50 lbs. TJ. S Patent Flour
mended by people who have used It
in chief (Mrs. Mee- rext
across fees, J.. P., general county fund, $8.20.
Women's Hosa n black and. for years and know its value. Mrs. Boyle), inspector
$1.50
meeting. In the meantime the them are maintaining said fence
50 lbs. Unity Patent Flour.
in
Warrant 10741; Ramon Ulibarri,
an Investigator
son
and
remove
Coates),
that
obstrucsaid
said
view
the
they
public road,
commissioners will
$2.65
tan; several weights.
20 lbs. Pure Lard
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham ichlef
Is
a
who
as constable, general county fund,
Edith
fees
before
Watson),
(Mrs.
further in the same forthwith, or show cause
25c "Onyx" Hose, 20c pa;ir
$140
10 Iba, Pure Lard
berlain's Cough Remedjr Is worth its sort of chief detective, and a charge tion and investigate
1913,
$3.;
ses
next
the
at
regular
this board
Several weights in lisle, all
premises.
13 lbs. Sugajr
weight in gold and I take pleasure in officer (Mrs. N. K. Strange).
10742, Felix G. y Gutierrez,
Warrant.
first
on
the
held
to
be
sion
thereof
25c
Mesa de los Chupainas:
sizes; an extra value.
15 lbs. Potatoes
recommending it." For sale by all
J."
are at Public Road
as
fees
P., general county fund,
The
D.
A.
headquarters
1914,
present
why
Monday in September,
All 25c Women's Hose 20c Pair
A petition signed by twenty-seve$1.00
27 bars White Laundry Soap
dealers. Adv
re- $7.80.
Westminster and local stations are to
to
not
should
be
compelled
25c
65c Sleeping Garments, 45c
(27) land owners and taxpayers of the they
6 bars Ivory Soap
Warrant 10743, Ramon Ulibarri.
be established in various parts of the
that the
of Saa Miguel, and Residing move such obstructions so
Children's
county
heavy sanitary
lbs.).$1.20
12 cans Utah Tomatoes(2
STRIKE EFFECT PASSES
fees as constable, general county fund.
forces are to be
road
Other
said
of
travel
metropolis.
and
use
public
road
fleeced Sleeping Garments, with
$1.00
12caES Tomatoes (2 lb.)
Trinidad, Colo.. Oct. 15. Officials formed in the provinces and one has within two miles of the proposed
be restored to the general pub- $3.50.
way in said county having been sub may
feet, drop seats, button up the
12 cans Corn (2 lb.)
of the C. F. and I. company today anWarrant 10744, Pablo Jaramillo, 1
been started in Scotland. The
already
that a public road may lic.
back.
mitted,
asking
$1.00
12 cans Green Chili
nounced that all the mines operated minimum
to Co. Commrs, gen- a
two
hours
duty will be
be opened and established from the Public Road Mesa de los Chupainas: day interpreting
by that company were working with day and the maximum eight.
$2.
fund,
enarl
The
county
with
filed
been
A petition having
Mesa de los Chupainas and commenc- Women's 65c Fleeced Lined Unions, 45c
a full quota of men at.d that orders women will work In the streets,
Warrant 10745, M. A. Sanchez, asparks, ng at a certain place or stone wall, the board signed by a large number
geu-erhad been given to employ no more railroad depots and police courts but
A nice white, well finished Union Suit, long sleeves, ankle length.
near jOf residents of San Miguel county and sessor, postage and, telephone,
miners for the time being. The state- at present will do no patrolling on within the Tecolote land grant
$1.80.
fund,
county
de
los
on
Mesa
the
Chupainas
the place where the road that leads residing
ment says that the output of the
Warrant 10746, Pablo XTlibarri, fees
regular beats!, Their chief work will to Los Valles de San Agustin branch- or in that locality, asking that Jose
to
under
former
mines
that
is
a
equal
as J. P., general county fund, $3.
Women's $1,22 Metode Unions, 92c
be to look after the interests of chil- es off; thence running In a southerly Grfgorio Trimarco and Doroteo
conditions before the calling of the dren and they will
Warrant 10747, Mo. Valley Bridge
with the direction to the summit of la Mesa
be compelled to remove certain
We have several numbers of this sterling garment in this sale.
strike.
Iron Co., extra work Prince St.
and
no
of
have
maintainobstructions
or
other
Though they
policemen.
de los Chupainas, following the gen- fences
Medium weight, ribbed ,in high and low neck styles; long and half
ficial recognition their movement has eral course of a road at present estab- ed by them across the public road on bridge, bridge fund, $693.84.
CURB MARKET OPENS
Warrant 10748, Pablo Jaramillo, 1
official sympathy and very influential lished and maintained at said place. said mesa, and upon considering!
sleeves; knee or ankle length. In all sizes.
New York, Oct. 15. The curb re
interpreting, probate court, gen-eiThe chief aim of its pro- and upon motion,
said
day
motion
pe
made,
due
backing.
same,
being
sumed business in a tentative way
county fund, $2.
moters is to show the government the
It is ordered by the board that the tition Is passed for the time being in
today, trading being restricted to value of a women's
Women's 60c and 65c Tights and Vests, 45c
10749, Las Vegas Light Co..
Warrant
and
view
such
board
force,
police
may
said petition be, and the same is, order that the
stocks selling .under $10 a share. In
C. IT.
Jail and bridge, general
and
state
light
to
force estab
inves
of
a
Fine new garments, soft and comfortable in ribbed or fleeced
obstructions
permanent
get
complained
most instances quotations were on a
hereby granted; that the said road da$40.
fund,
county
lished. The present movement, though scribed above be declared and estab tigate further in the premises.
lined. High and low neck style vests.
level or ubove July 30 prices, but
1b
warrant
Officers:
ttunj.u vjuiit;;,'.,
juiov,
being
kept
by
suffragists,
begun
lished hereby as a public highway and AllowancesBounty
dealings which had the sanction of
tel. exp, office, general coun
sheriff,
from any suggestion of the suf
been
Verbal
having
apart
application
general county road, to be kept open
the stock exchange were very light.
60c.
Children's 35c Fleeced Lined Garments 24c
frage cause and is being run as a and free to the travel and use of the made to the board by Roman Gallegos. ty fund,
Warrant 10751, Manuel Villanueva,
of San Miguel county, Manuel
sheriff
body.
strictly
general public.
ENGLAND DENIES IT
Children's separate garments, heavy fleeced lined, nicely finished;
A. Sanchez, county assessor and Lo- salary court house janitor, July, 1914,
15. The British govConstable Pet. No. 52:
Oct
Resignation
Ijondon,
all sizes,
count clerk, asking that general county fund, $50.
Hilario Valenclo, constable of Pre renzo Delgado,
eminent today officially denied the
Warrant 10752, Roman Gallegos,
HOLD
REPUBLICANS
for
cinct No. 52, county of San Miguel, they be made further allowances
German assertion, published abroad
boarding prisoners, July, 1914,
sheriff,
their
maintenance
of
tho
respective
state of New Mexico, presented his
that although Germany had furnished
county fund, $104.25.
will be heard Friday, October 23, the
PRIMARY resignation as such officer to the offices, and the board having consid- general
ROUSING
governments two weekly
belligerent
Warrant
107.53, Felix G. y Gutierrez,
John
of
motion
as
ered the matter, upoa
the charge of rap pre- lists of all their wounded and prison-erasame day
board, and upon motion same was ac
J. P., inquest, general county
as
feci;
H.
feired against Donaciano Gallegos.
seconded,
York,
duly
no news had been received by Gercepted and ordered filed in the office
It is ordered by the board that Ro- fund, $3.50.
Gomez said he could get money to
TO of the clerk.
DELEGATES
the German wound- TWENTY-TWconcerning
many
Warrant 10754, Pablo Ulibarri, fees
hire a lawyer and the court gave him ed and
THE COUNTY CONVENTION
Portals County Roads Forest Serv man Gallegos, sheriff, be allowed the as J.
prisoners.
P., general county fund, $0.50. .
sum of Fifteen Hundred ($1500.03
ARE SELECTED
permission to write friends at
ice:
'
Warrant
10755, Jton Mares y Ortiz.
A.
a
Sanchez,
county
Butte for it Gomez caused
A communication having been re Dollars, Manuel
fund.
as
fee?
county
constable, general
titter when he asked the judge how GIRLS! THICKEN AND
The republicans of Precinct No 29 ceived by the board from the acting assessor. One Thousand ($1000 00)
$3.
much would be needed.
Bast Las Vegas, met in primary ,last supervisor of the Pecos National for Dollars; Lorenzo Delgado, county
Warrant 10756, Jose P. Mares, feea
Mona Bell, charged with an infracnight in the council chambers at the est, stating that the forest service has clerk, Fifteen Hundred ($1500.00'. as J. P.,
HAIR
YOVR
BEAUTIFY
general county fund, $5.
clerk Issue his
tion of the Mann white slave act, will
city hall and selected 22 delegates; adopted the policy of erecting portals Dcliars, and that the
Roman Gallegos,
10757,
Warrant
warrants
above
the
for
f
be tried at Albuquerque, her attorney
vote each, to attend the or arches across the main roads en- respective
with
HIMT. Foster to insane asysheriff,
taking
MEXICAN GENERAL FINDS
treasurer
of
amounts
sail
the
was
court
she
upon
having informed the
Its
Back
Lustre, county convention, which will be held tering the national forests and askGloss,
Bring
lum, general county fund, $3.
SELF IN CONTINUAL TROU- -'
ur.able to provide railroad fare for
Monday in the court house. Former ing permission to erect one of such county, payable to said parties, from
of
Rid
Charm
and
Get
LAW
Warrant 10758, Red Cross Drug Co.,
BLE WITH THE
fund.
commission
the
the
at
certain witnesses
present time,
was diet portals across the county road where
Governor William- J."
Dandruff
etc., school superintendent, genink,
but would be able to do so by the
ed permanent chairman, after John H the forest boundary crosses the same Reports, Receipts, etc.;
school fund, $1.75.
eral
Ynez
15
Jose
M
Oct.
,
N.
The
Santa Fe,
following reports, receipts, etc.,
Albuquerque term. Several other
To be possessed of a head of heavy. York, precinct committeeman, had near the Valley Ranch in said counWarrant 10759, Martin Delgado, groto
been
board.
submitted
the
SaJazar, a general in the Mexican caBeB wero set for the Albuquerque
having
to
order. Colbert ty, and upon consideration and a mobeautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy," called- the meeting
I. Esquibel, indigent, indigent
federal army under the Huerta ad- term, which opens in November.
upon the reading and examination ceries J.
tion,
mere- C. Root was chosen as secretary.
is
and
free
from
dandruff
wavy
$7.
fund,
same
are
ministration, will be tried November
the
and
The Bell woman had not pleaded
approved
It is ordered by the board that per- thereof,
The following delegates were chos
a matter of using a little Danderine.
Warrant 10760, Martin Delgado, groSO at
Albuquerque; Federal Judge Wil- when her case was set, but will do so ly
en from the floor of the convention: mission be, and the same is hereby, ordered filed in the office of the clerk,
1s
have
to
It
and
inexpensive
easy
T. Baca, indigent, indigent fund,
ceries
liam H. Pope having today set his
.
,
today.
8. B. Davis, Jr Juan Coca, Pablo
granted to the forest service to erect
nice, soft hair and lots of it. Just
$6 00.
case for that date when, the docket
of
"Etiiajenio
al
cases
were
another
M.-these
Monthly
such
Romero,
report
across
Among
. W.
the county road
Dr. H. M. Smith,
portal
Warrant 10761, Martin Delgado,
was called. Salazar is charged with leged 'infraction of the Mann act by get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Dr. W. R. Tipton, James S. near Valley Ranch in said county as county treasurer, for July, 1814.
tague,
recnow
stores
all
Danderine
drug
county prisoners, general
merchandise,
reperjury in testimony regarding the
Statement
of
licenses
of
Silver
Uquor
Frank Keene,
City,
Sr., John A. Ross, A. T above set forth and that written permanner and time of
into the a well known cattleman. Keene is un ommend it apply a little as directed Duncan,
fund, $11.95.
county
ceived
treasurer
for
mission
or
a
county
by
of
this
July.
fororder
be
O.
N.
copy
Hermann, Clarence
Warrant 10762, Red Cross Drug Co.,
United States alleged to have been der $7,500 bond. He is charged with and within ten minutes there will be Rogers, Sr.,
.
A. Fleming, Herbert W, warded by the clerk to the said acting 1914, $98.
ctmmitted ina recent attempt to gain having brought one Dora Jenkins from an appearance of abundance; fresh- Iden, George
county jajilers, general counmedicine,
taxes
Statement
of
reeclved
forest
poll
by
A. T. Rogers, Jr.. Isador Bussupervisor.
his freedom when interned with the Washington to Silver City with im- ness, fiuffiness and an Incomparable Clark,
.
$7.50.
fund,
ty
county treasurer for July, 1914, $60 30.
0, Public Roads Pets. 39 and 16:
other refugees of General Mercado's moral intent He has not yet appear- gloss and lustre, and try as you will tos, John S. Clark, Chares W.
10763, Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld,
Warrant
Statement
collectof
licenses
A
liquor
communication dated June 30th,
you cannot find a trace of dandruff or Ward, William J. Mills, John H York
army who crossed into' this country.
ed in court here.
ed by Roman Gallegos, sheriff, for 2 lawn, mowers, etc., court house and
1P14, addressed to this board by TheoA.
R.
William
Apolonio
Sena,
Tipton
real
but
dockThe entire criminal and civil
your
surprise
jail fund, 1913, $28.10.
The bonds of Abelino Romero, Jose falling hair;
dore N. Espe, chief of Santa Fe field July, 1914, $100.
will be after about two weeks' use, Jr., and Colbert C. Root.
ets were called this afternoon and a Pacheco, and Mateo
Warrant 10764, Roman Gallegos,
119
to
No.
division
retreasurer,
land1
the
Receipt
of
Vasquez were when
county
general
office,
The following were selected to act
you will see new hair fine and
number of cases set. Several Donds forfeited,
sheriff,
salary jailer and assistant,
in
not
court, and
they
being
the from J. O. Elledge, treasurer, city of
S,.
B lative to the controversy over
committeewere also forfeited! and one plea en- warrants issued for them.
downy at first yes but really new as the precinct
1914, general county funa, $90.
July,
Las
school
and
district
No.
of
Vegas,
certain
road ways within
Davis, Jr., N. O. Hemain, J;hn A opening
tered. Tliis was by Nick Gomez,
Warrant 10765, El Independiente
Because Miguel Chavez was In jail hair sprouting out all over your Ross,
A. Sena and William said precincts Nos. 39 and 16 of San 2, for July, 1914, $792.89.
Apolonio
we
Danderine
the
believe,
is,
with
and
charged
Pub.
writing
depositing in Albuquerque, according to press re scalp
Co., 1,000 letter heads, county as118
to
No.
treasurer
Miguel county, and within Section 3
Receipt
county
J. Mills.
sure
of
hair
In the malls at Elephant Butte a letonly
grower;
destroyer
sessor,
general county fund, $6.00.
12 N. R. 17 E., and Sections 28 frcm Jefferson Raynolds, treasurer,
ports, his bond of $500 was not deter so vile that the grand jury refused clared forfeited by the court when he dandruff and cure for itchy scalp and The meeting was well attended and tvp.
10766, Red Cross Drug Co.,
Warrant
disTown
of
Las
school
and
13
33, twp.
N. R. 17 E., and setVegas, and
to include Us text in Its report. The failed to appear to answer the call of it never fails to stop falling hair at thoroughly harmonious. From the in
1 and 4, for July, 1914,' $587.40.
stationery, county assessor, general
tricts
forth
adthat
certain
ting
homesteads
terest shown by the voters it is safe
recipient of the letter was Miguel Ro- the marshal. Chavez's case was pass- once.
Receipt No. 581 to county treasurer county fund$4.10.
to predict that the republican ticket jacent to said roads will be reported
how
want
to
If
you
driguez who lives in Albuquerque.
pretty
prove
Warrant 10767, Jose A. Gallegos, rep.
from" state treasurer, for July, 1914,
ed. It will be called later.
on by a special agent which
afmay
will carry East Las Vegas by a sub
He pleaded not guilty and his case
counassessor's ofuce, general
door,
Because it appeared that Ray Wat-idn- and soft your hair really is, moisten a
fect the situation, and recommending $1349.62.
"
s
cloth with a little Danderine and care- stantial majority.
favorable action upon the petitions filOpinion by C. W. G. Ward,, district ty fund, $1.
charged with bis brother ClarWarrant 10768, Esteban Gutierrez,
ence with, breaking into the postoffice fully draw it through your hair taked In connection with said roads, and attorney as to the payment of acBRICKLEY LAID UP
as constable, general county
service
at Alma, was but 13 years old, the ing one small strand at a time. Your
counts
SEVERE
tax
PUNISHMENT
for
upon
certificatex
motion,
publishing
Cambridge, Mass., Oct 15. Walter
I
ft?nd, $1.75.
indictment against him was dismissed hair will be soft, glossy and beautiful Henry Trumbull, Jr., of Salem, has
It Is ordered by the board that the for 1913.
Warrant 10769, Amador TJlibnrrl.
on motion of Federal District Attorney in just a few moments a delightful been
Copy of opinion' of Frank W. Clanappointed acting captain of the commissioners view said road ways
fees as constable, general county
to
and
Summers Burkhart. Ray was in- surprise awaits everyone who tries Harvard eleven
relative
obstructions
the
therein
cy,
attorney
general,
complained
during the absence of
Or Mrs. Chappell, of Five Year' fluenced into his share in tho act, this. Adv.
fi.nd, $1.
of. before giving final decision there- sale of state highway bonds.
Captain Briekley, it was announced
Warrant 10770, Pablo Jaramillo, inwhich was limited to a division of the
BiHe
on,
the
board
otherwise
,
Approved:
advised
being
today. Trumbull plays tackle. Brick-leyin J. P. court, general counRelieved
in
Car3oi.
terpreter
the
Standing,
The following accounts and wild
by
proceeds, by his brother, according1 to
premises, testimony in connecwho was operated on for appendi- $2.
fund,
fhe
tion
ty
with
said
matter
Vr, Burkhart
rendered
Raelngt
been
claims,
hounty
having
citiis Saturday, is expected to be out
SUFfRAOETES TO
Warrant 10771, Optic Pub. Co.,
e county of Sao, 'Jiguel, having been
heretofore taken at a former meeting.
$5,000 Damage Suit
of doors in about two weeks.
cert, of redemption, general
Mower C. H. Stewart:
cammed by thj borird, they ar apThe case of William H. Parker
Alt. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chap-pe- ll
C- II. Stewart tendered to the board
fund, $24.
of this town, says: "I suffered for against the Santa Fe railroad was
cotmty
if
for
and
the
clerk
proved
payment,
A
Persistent Question
SERVE AS POLICE
live years witn womanly troubles, also
El Independiente
Warrant
107772,
sum
tho
Two
hiri
of
reto
directed
on
in
issue
several warrants
($2,00) Dollars
The question has been asked, "In
stomach troubles, and my punishment brought into federal court today
what way are Chamberlain's Tablets payment for old lawn mower recently tit on the county treasurer in settle-ni- nt Put. Co., 1,000 tax reeeipts,' triplicate,
moval from the Fourth district. Parker
was more than any one could tell.
superior to pills?" The answer is, sold to him by the board, and the
general county fund, $38.78.
I tried most
thereof,
every kind of medicine, sued the railroad for $5,000 for
DEMONWOMEN OF ENGLAND
They are more mild and gentle in clerk is Instructed to pay over said
Warrant 107773, Red Cross Drug Co.,
but none did me any good.
Luis.
Warrant
S.
been
10724,
to
to
A.
done
his
have
Ortiz, W,
alleged
effect and more reliable. Besides
STRATE THEIR LOYALTY
I read one
to
amount
the
stationery, county treasurer, general
county treasurer, to be B., W. A. B. fund, $t.
day about Cardut, the wo- lai.d in Guadalupe county by reason
thev improve the appetite, cleanse
TO COUNTRY
man's tonic, and i decided to try it. I of the construction of a
fund, $6.55.
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credited
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court
the
and1
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10725,
W.
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I.ticero,
certain
invigorate
jail
liad not taken but about six bottles until
Warrant 10774, Misniel L. Romer,
and take receipt therefor.
disorders
liver
the
fund,
A B., W. A. B. fund, $8.
and
the
of
leave
defendI was almost cured.
bankment
culvert
the
and
It did me more
by
London, Oct 15. Founded by suf- bowels in a natural and healthy con Public Road Onava:
than all the other medicines 1 had ant, which drained a quantity of water,
Warrant 10726, Jul.'an Pradn, V.'. A. wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, 54.
pod
a. woman's volunteer
police dition while the ee of fills, nn'jpir
fragists,
A petition signed by a number of B, AV. A. B.
Warrant 10775, Adelaldo Garcia,
tried, put together.
fund, $.55.
across the land.
force is drilling daily for duty. They to their drastic effect, is often follow- residents of San
wild
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, S3.
'My friends began asking me why I
livWarrant
Miguel county,
10727, Luis Ortiz, W. A. B.,
ed by constipation."
For sale by all
Spicanovitch Sentenced
looked so well, and 1 told them about
call themselves the women police volWarrant J0776, W. F. Harlan, wild
ing within the vicinity of Onava, ask W A. B. fund, $10.
dealers. Adv.
District Judce E. C. Abbott today unteers
Cardui. Several are now taking it."
of the
and are an
ing the board to open a public highWarrant 10728, Rafael G, Luew. animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $28.
Do you, lady reader, suffer from
sentenced Rado M. Spicanovitch to
any
which COUNTY COMMISSIONERS PROof
Freedom
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league,
Of She ailments due to
Warrant 10777, Pedro Tnijillo, wild
or
section
way
A. B., V. A. B. fund. $20.
road
W.
due
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less
going
than
nor
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six
more than nine Mrs.
womanly trouble,
6'ich as headache, backache, sideache,
Despard, a sister of Sir John
of
Onava "between ' Sections
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Tt. Murray, foes animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.
riicntlis in tho penitentiary for assault
Warrant
D.
is at the head. When they
Fieepiessness, and that everia slinky tired
Warrant 10778, Domingo Hays,
and
Sections 33 and 38 and Sec- I. P., general conn!- fund, $4.
Monday, August 3, A. D. 1914.
with a deadly weapon committed upon French,
are
for active service they will
ready
an'mal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.
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a
John
arrant
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Cardut
Hunt,
a
boss,
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you
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give
Warrant 10779, Andres Pollack, wild"
wc feel confident it will help you, at Madrid. The case recently took gft a fetching uniform to give them er;) of the conntv of San Visiiel. state present time a road at said place groceries, Indigent persons,
V'; '
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-- f
status. A nary bluef
a
u Jms a million other won.jn in
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.
Mexico, met lri regular session loading through private pastures and fund, $5,
;) four days in the local court.
ha.if century.
1 (:.P
serge costume of a smart military ctrt,at thft
Warrant 107S0, Frank Scott, wild
house of gald count v In closed by gates, which said gates have
'
Warrant 10731, Salomon Montano.
You
izkmz Carclui
a bowler Las
with a bard felt hat-likN sr on thf, firat Mon. teen closed and permanently wired ww-nraanimal
Vpfl3i
bounty, W. A. B. fund. $2.
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xnijllio, indigent, lndlwith a nat brim and a belt, will make oay m toe momn or
s'
Warrant 10781, Cecilio Garcia, vi'd'
w,,n
August, tne same ,bo as to sunt oft travel nn tim iinm-.- i "
Jtv-..
.
Ch!fT!oo
Pit
WtdWn
.
..
Time lottora ' "W ' "V
Co., LadW
Washington, Oct. 15.. The Belgian nn tho mil
Chit.4r.-wrneirrr August 3. a.
1M4, and tno .navmg considered such petition, upon
Tw.a., tor .v.,,,,
Warrant 10732, Salomon Montann arimal bounty, W. A. B. fund,
Irt.
on vcur
a v.!
minister today Inquired of the stale
ou '" B"'""WI BU"i'book, 'lim
iucuu following proceedings were had, to- - mof 'on the same Is passed for final
M. Tnijillo, indigent. In.llj
;ur AomD, 'in plain
groceries,
H.Q. iS
,
nr Tfo nsir ' nr.it
department wh ther the American
0!fi in tna rrrmr
'
action or pending such time as the
fund,
"""jwn.
(To be continued Tomorrow)
governnunt had received a reply from
Ambassador Gerard in Berlin, in regard to sending food supplies to
famine-strickeBrussels through the
German lines. He was told no reply
had come, although two messages
bt en sent to Mr. Gerard. It was said
that the delay probably was due to
the necessity of communicating with
German military authorities at the
front.
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selling at prices higher than normal.
Another problem being dealt with
has to do with assessing goods of
German manufacture or orig''n, pur
chased, for example, by American im
porters in France,' England or other
countries and shipped here from the
country of purchase. The fact tbat
the goods may have been produced
in Germany or Austria will cut no
figure, as the factor of the origin of
the merchandise will be ignored.
In this war, it is explained, if an
importer here manages to. pick up lots
of goods of German or Austrian man
ufacture elsewhere than in those countries he pays duty on the market value
in the country where bought without
reference to whether the market in
the two countries named is higher or
lower for similar goods.
Some importations, however, have
been held up for the production of
additional evidence to bear out market values entered by importers, while
other cases of disputed valuation have
been sent to the board of reappraise- nient of the United States general ap- n ac.
praIsers for final settlmen

WHAT PARI DOES
A WAR TAX

PLAY?
IMPORTERS HAVE TO FIGURE ITS
INFLUENCE ON VALUES
OF GOODS
New York, Oct. 15. The European
war is bringing to the front many

new and rather perplexing problems
for importers and customs officials
alike. One of these relates to the
question of the part war taxes should
play in estimating the foreign market
value of merchandise exported from
the country where such taxes have
been levied as a result of the general
conflict now raging in Europe.
The Netherlands, for instance, has
imposed war taxes to compensate
to the war by
the losses in trade-duthe interruption or curtailment of
commercial relations with other coun
tries, and to raise money to pay the
cost of the mobilization of troops to
maintain the kingdom's neutrality.
The question has now arisen here
whether the Dutch war taxes are internal levies of merely export taxes.
Importers of goods from Holland, In
some instances, are claiming that the
Dutch taxes are, not internal but
should be regarded by the customs
officers here as possessing an export
character.
The reason for this view by importers is that if the Dutch war taxes are
held by the American customs administration to be internal they must be
added to the foreign market value as
a basis for the assessment of duties;
whereas if export taxes they cannot
'be added to make market value upon
entry here. In practically all cases
the appraising officials of the custom
service at this port are making market
value on the basis of the prices
before the war. Some goods
coming from Germany have been returned at the values known to exist
there just before the war started,
since it has been impossible for the
officials here to get definite information as to current prices.
Just what war taxes have been imposed in Germany since the war began are unknown to the customs administration, but when light is thrown
on this phase of the situation it is
regarded as. possible that the taxes
will be included in the market value
of the merchandise, thus callitig for
the payment of higher duties, both
cn goods of German production as
well as on those of other countries
recouping their national finances by
means of special war taxes. This
question, it Is said, is being investigated by the treasury department to
the end that equitable duties may be
collected from foreign merchandise
when the taxes result in the goods

fr

.

,

.

.

the war has upset market values generally abroad, not, only in the countries in actual conflict but in neutral
countries as welL Added to this is
the difficulty of obtaining reports
from consular representatives as to
the present, market conditions. This
difficulty is responsible, the officials
say for takin? vaueg ag they were
before the war began.
As time goes on the treasury officers expect to receive reports throwing more light on market conditions,
but at the present time little informa
tion of a helpful nature is gotten ouf
of Europe. Importers who succeed
in picking up German goods in other
countries report that while some advantageous sales as regards prices
were put through, goods of this character cost close up to the German
home market prices, and were in some
instances many times higher, as the
merchandise was wanted here at
practically any price.

.

pre-valin-

SCHOOL DISTRICTS
CUT THEIR LEVIES
EDUCATIONAL WORK, HOWEVER,
WILL NOT BE HAMPERED, IT
IS DECLARED

OCTOBER

THURSDAY,

steadying herself by sebinj
the beams.
"When she arrived on the floor she
found that it was the quarters of a
number of soldiers, who, seeing the
queen before them so suddely were
unable to reply promptly to her question: 'Are you satisfied, boys?'
"But the smartest of the company
soon gathered his wits and replied:
'Weil, satisfied, your majesty.'
" 'And how is the roof?'
'
'Very good, your majesty!'
" How are conditions otherwise?'
" 'Beginning to be a little cold,
your
majesty!'
"The queen for a moment surveyed
the roof whose tiles seemed to be air
pi oof of the least possible degree and
remarked:
' 'That does not surprise me.' With
that she turned to a member of her
eitourage with the instruction: 'To
morrow that must be changed."
"Turning again to the soldier, she
'
asked:
'How are the sleeping accommo
dations?"
" 'We could do with another blan
ket, your majesty,' replied the soldier,
who by now seemed to be quite at
slowly,

IRL VERY SICK
Tells How She Was Made

Well by LydiaE. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

"I

take pleasure
New Orleans, La.
in writing these lines
to express my gratitude to you. I am
only 16 years old and
work in a tobacco

I have

factory.
been

a very

sick girl
but I have improved

wonderfully since
Lydia E.
taking
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
am now looking fine

end feeling a thousand times better."
Miss

Amelia Jaquillard,

3061

New Orleans, La, .
St. Clair, Pa.
"My mother was
alarmed because I was troubled with
suppression and had pains in my back
and side, and severe headaches. I had
pimples on my face, my complexion was
sallow, my sleep was disturbed, I had
nervous spells, was very tired and had
no ambition.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has worked like a
eharm in my case and has regulated me.
I worked in a mill among hundreds of
girls and have recommended your medicine to many of them." Miss Estella
Maguire, 110 Thwing St, St Clair, Pa.
There is nothing that teaches more
than experience. Therefore, such letters from girls who have suffered and
were restored to health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound should
be a lesson to others. The same remedy
is within reach of all.
If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E.Pinkhnm Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.

St,

trie ts has there been a raise. These
two are Districts 15 and 48, where
the levy last year was 10 mills; in
creased this year to 15 mills.
In the following districts the rate
was 15 mills last year but Is only
Nos. 10, 14, 24, 5
mills this year:
55 arid 93. The commissioners have
not been able to make so great a r.
duetion in some districts, No. 21, for
instance, where the rate last year

the

Atlanta,, Ga., Oct. 15. The" appeal
Of Leo M. Frank, from the decision
of Judge Ben Ji. Hill, of the Fulton
county superior court, denying his extraordinary' motion for a new trial,
was overruled by the Georgia supreme court here today. Frank is under sentence of death for the murder
heer In April, 1913 of Mary Phagan,
a factory girl.

FIFTY CARLOADS OF

name of

WILL SELECT LAND
Santa Fe. Oct. 15 The state land
commissioner's office will probably
select, as state lands, 100,000 acres of
the tract three times that size which
the federal government will open to
entry October 24 near Fort Sumner.
This is the statement of K. W. Edwards of Fort Sumner, who visited
the capital today to urge such a step
upon Commissioner R. P. Ervien. Mr.
Edwards stated that a number of cattlemen near Fort Sumner wished to
buy or lease parts of the area men
tioned from the state. The tract is
one of which has been withheld from
entry for a number of years, first as
a reclamation 'project and later a& a
fit place to demonstrate the workings
of the Carey act. The state has no
priority right in the matter of selecting the land and may be defeated, in
part, by homesteaders who can enter
on It as quickly as the state can se
lect its acreages.

CHAIN HAULED HERE
'

TO
BEGINNING
ARE
FARMERS
PUT THEIR PRODUCTS ON
THE MARKET

Over 50 carloads of grain have been
brought into Las Vegas since this
year's crop was harvested, for sale
and shipment. This Is not a general
movement of the crop of the neighborhood, but the desultory, isolated
action of growers who wish to dispose of a portion of their crops, and
represents but a small portion of the
grain grown in this Immediate section.

Corns Quit, Pains
Stop, With "Gets-ItQuit Plasters, Salves and
Wh
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The cook is happy, the

other members of the family
are happy appetites sharpen, things
brighten up generally. And Calumet
Caking Powder is responsible for it all.

For Calumet never fails.

Its

wonderful leavening qualities Insure
perfectly shortened, faultlessly raised
bakings.
'

Cannot be compared

with

other baking powders, which promise
without performing.

Even a beginner in cooking

gets delightful results with this never-faili- ng
Calumet Buking Powder. Your
grocer knows. Ask him.
HIGHEST AWARDS
Vorid's Pure Food Exposition, Chicago, 13a
Faris Exposition, France, March, 1312.
RECEIVED
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Don't le iDcJeJ. BiT Calamtt.
to tour
anil aod. '

in Mpcnur

The Hague, Sept. 28 (By mail to the
Associated Press.) Queen Wilhelm
ina of Holland takes the greatest In
terest in her army. During the last
two weeks she has made several tours
of inspection along the border looking
into matters strictly military and paying special attention to the healtn and
comfort of her men.
Of her most recent trip to the Lint- burg border the Meijerische Courant
tells the following story, part of which.
will be best appreciated when It Is
bcrne In mind that the queen is no
longer the svelt young young girl of
yr.re but with advancing years has increased In weight considerably.
"After a review of the troops," says
tho paper, "her majesty went to a nearby barn in front of which a sentry
wns on duty. Some of the men had
been housed in the barn.
'To the question of her majesty
tow she could get to the upper floor
of the barn, the sentry replied that
a ladder a most primtive, rickety
affair was the only means of access.
"The queen eyed the ladder for a
moment, and then began the ascetit

once you
After using "GETS-ITnever again have occasion for
asking "What can I do to get rid of
is the first
my corns?" "GETS-IT- "
r
ever Known.
sure, certain
If you have tried other things by the
score and will now try "GETS-IT- ,'
you will realize this glorious fact.
.

"'

will

corn-enae-

You probably

are

tired-stickin-

TONIGHT

ELEVENTH
IS
INSTALLMENT
FULL OK EXCITEMENT AND
ACTION

Tonight only at the Browne theater
will be shown the eleventh installment
of the Lucille Love series, the interesting photoplay that Is appearing serially. Following is a synopsis of tonight's offering:
Lucille, escaping from Louibeque's
rarch in Mexico, gets Into a seething
bed of revolutionary activity.
She
hears a number of Mexican revolutionists plotting against an American
ra'ichman, and warns her countrymen
of their danger. The cowboys arm
themselves and fly to meet the Mexican soldiers. During the ensuing
battle Lucille Is dragged from her
horse by a Mexican and carried away
io a strange hacienda, where she is
locked tightly in a room.
Looking out of a window she espies
I.cubeque coming in an automobile.
Realizing she Is again In her enemy's
her guard
power, the girl strikes
senseless with a heavy bottle, robs
him of his clothing, which she dons,
and hastens away in Loubeque's automobile.
In the meantime the fed-eisoldiers and the rebels get into
a battle, and the girl has trouble
g
through the lines. She escapes
to San Francisco, where she begins
a search of Loubeque's house for the
fateful papers. Loubeque has been
spying on her, however, and he catch
es her In a trap just as the picture

on

tape that won't stay stuck, plasters
that shift themselves right onto your
corn, contraptions that make a bundle
of your toe and press right down on
the corn. Put two drops of "GETS-IT- "
on that corn In two seconds. The
corn is then doomed as sure as night
The corn shrivels.
follows
day.
There's no pain, no fuss. If you
think this sounds too good to be true
try It tonight on any corn, callous,
wart or bunion:.
"GETS-IT- "
is sold by druggists
everywhere, 25c a bottle, or sent direct by E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago.
"Gets-It- "
is sold in Las Vegas by
Winters Drug Co,

-

Republican headquarters of the
county of San Miguel, Las Vegas, N,
M., October 3, 1914.
A convention of the republicans of
the county of San Miguel and state
of New Mexico Is hereby called for

i

S PILLS
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boxes, sealed with Ithie Ribbon. V
Take n other.
of your V
Ifrrucertst. Ask fori
JtKAM 111,1,, for ftd
years known as Best, Safest, Always Keliabl
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERY WHCRE

f .Dtflc!

4 ti.ches-(c- r
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V

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vice-Pres- t.
Clarence Men, 9ecy. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Robblns,

Jy

East Las VeKas. N.

M.

Albuquerque. N. M,
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad, Colo.
Rowe. N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.
INQORPORA TED

Wholasle Grocers
WOOL. HIDES & PELTS, LUMBER.
BAIN WAGONS
NAVAJO BLANKETS
EAGLE HAY PRESSES

Si
Have You and Old
Coffee Pot?

get-tain-

f.

Then we will buy it for SI. OO but you must
act quickly as this offer is for a limited time only.
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Had Taken His Weight in Medicine
M D. Fauop.tt nf fiillsvillp fin snvn
he had taken" his weight in medicine

for headache and constipation but
never used anything that did him so
much good as Chamberlain's Tablets.
For sale by all dealers. Adv
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IS LOSING

SPIRITUALITY

They'll Vanish I

QUEEN OF HOLLAND IS REGARD
ED AS A MILITARY EX-

BROWNE

.

EVANGELIST CRIMM SAYS EDUCATION HAS SUPPLANTED

1.

V

"GETS-ll-

TAKES

LUCILLE LOVE AT

ITS OLD TIME POWER

1,N
t".!
'iV:Yrf

Us.

1

CALL FOR CONVENTION

What-Not- s

INTEREST IN ARMY

lJ1 llJ

tfOIS

CHURCH

1- -V

Willi

Corns?

Crimra promises that tonight will the 19th day of October, 1914, at 10
be a warm number. You come and o'clock in the morning in the County
see, he says. Services at 7:30 o'clock. Court House in Las Vegas, New Mexico, for -- the purpose of nominating
three representatives to the State
for the Sixt,h RepresentaII. C. A. FOOTBALL Legislature
tive District, said district embracing
the County of San Miguel. The PreOUT cinct No. 29 is entitled to eleven delSQUAD
egates. Proxies will not be recognized
unless held by residents of the same
IS INDULGED precinct from which the delegates
SIGNAL PRACTICE
have been chosen.
IN LAST NIGHT IM THE
GYMNASIUM
The various precincts are hereby,
ordered to elect members of the CenPhysical Director Dowden of ihe Y. tral Committee of the precinct and to
M. C. A. gave the association's foot- report
their names to William J.
ball eleven a workout In the gymnas- Mills, Chairman of the Republican
ium last evening. He was surprised Central Committee of the County of
at the large amount of "pep" shown San Miguel.
The various precincts may hold
by his pupils. Evangelist Crimm, a
former football star, took a place in their primaries as soon as they desire
the lineup. He went Into practice but not later than the 15th day of
with a vim. The Y. M. O, A. bunch October, 1914. The secretaries of the
is getting ready for a game with the various primaries are Dereby asked to
Normal team on Saturday afternoon. notify the chairman of the Republic
The Normal team, since the injury can Central Committee of the County
of Quarterback Roberts, has shifted of the date of their meeting and the
Eddie Meloney to the position back names of the delegates chosen Immeof the center. This runty little ath- diately upon the holding of their prilete Is said to be a star at quarter, maries
like, he was at basketball. The NorWILLIAM J. MILLS, Chairman.
mal team is not so beefy as the Y.
L. C. ILFELD, Secretary.
M. C. A. outfit, but it is fast.

I
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WILHELMINA

R.3 Eev;
is World's WcsJ:i

.

There has been a large reduction as last year.

in the tax levy or school purposes
in many of the school districts in San
"Let's Get Married" is
Miguel county, afid in only two dis- - a new musical play.

TH"r

Bvftry tiny Infant makes life's perspective wider and brighter. And whatever there is to enhance Its arrival and
to ease and comfort the expectant mother
should be given attention.
Among the
real helpful things is an external abdominal application known as "Mother's
Friend." There la scarcely a community
but what has its enthusiastic admirer of
this splendid embrocation. It Is so well
thought of by women who know that most
drug stores throughout the United States
carry "Mother's Friend" as one of their
staple and reliable remedies. It is applied
to the abdominal muscles to relieve the
strain on lieaments. and tendons.
Those who have used It refer to the
ease and comfort experienced during the
period of expectancy; they particularly
refer to the absence of nausea, often so
prevalent as a result of the natural
expansion. In a little book are described
more fully the many reasons why
"Mother's Friend" has been a friend
Indeed to women with timely hints,
'
se.
and helps for reaily reference. It
should be in all' homes. "Mother's
"Again the queen turned to one of may he had of almost any druggist, Friend''
but If
find It write us direct and also
the persons with her and ordered that you full tobook
to Hradfleld Regulator Co,
write for
n ore blankets be . provided.
4QU Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, till.

"After this the queen descended the
rickety ladder, plainly gratified with
the apportjinity of having 'been of
seme service to her soldiers."
Queen Wilhelmina is quite an auth
ority on military matters, such as or- garization and equipment, and is
credited even with a comprehensive
knowledge of military engineering.
To be reviewed by the queen is not
a matter of form, as might be expected in the case of a woman. On the
contrary Queen Wllhelmna detects inefficiency very quickly, as some of her
officers have good reason to know. In
was 15 mills and will be 10 mills this fact
it is asserted here that her mayear. Other districts where the old jesty expects more from her army than
rate and the reduction are identical the
periods of drill and expenditures
are: Nos. 34, 36, 45, 46, 49, 54, 64, wculd seem to warrant.
District No. 31 has
6.5, 89, and 92.
been reduced from 15 mills to 2
FRANK DISAPPOINTED
mills:
Two districts, Nos. 40 and 51, have
br.tn lowered from 10 mills to 3 mills.
District No. 76 drops from 15 mills to
5 mills, while several, Nos. 38, 94 and
95, drop from 10 mils to 5 mills. Districts Nos. 16 and 86, not assessed!
Inst year, have been levied on for 10
mills this year.
In" all of the other districts of the
county the rate will remain the same

15, 1914.

Interest is rapidly growing in the
revival at the First Baptist church.
Evangelist Crimm preached cn "The
Church Has Lost Its Power" last
night. He compared the church to
Samson, reciting the Bible story of
how Samson let Delilah coax him into
telling her where) his strength lay, and
after shaving his locks he became as
other men and lost hl3 wonderful
strength.
The evangelist said:
"It is sad to see a physical giant
lose his strength and powers It is
tragic to read how poor old Samson
lost his power and had to suffer his
eyes punched out. But the greatest
tragedy today is to see the church
losing her power." In pathetic tones
the evangelist said: "Don't you recall
how you used to go to the old time
meetings and what a reverence you
had for those services? Some of the
reasons we have lost our power are
we have substituted
education for
spirituality; there Is too much denom
inational jealousy. Lord help us to
put first things first We are here
to make believers out of the unsaved,
and not Baptist. Our twentieth cen- tury.churches have made the services
too much of a social center and these
things are sapping our power. In
God's name let us come back to the
old time worship and .regain pur loat
power,"

J
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"THERMAX" Electric

2

Coffee Percolator
for $4.98

0

If you sell us your old coffee, pot, otherwise the price
will be $5.93.
This percolator Is mide by Landers, Frary and Clark,
makers of the famous UNIVERSAL Products and has

the patented pumping device which Insures the greatot
amount of circulation through the coffee grounds. Thin
feature will save
Qne-lliir- d

Your Coffee Bill

as less coffee is rectvired than when made in the C
coffee pots.
The "THERMAX" Percolator is made of heavy cop, ,
nickel plated. The inside is coated with pure tin, slH. r
finished. It is equipped with a patented Fusible I' '
Safety Device which prevents all possibility of fire or
damage to the percolator.
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I AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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DAILY.
ESTABLISHED

The court gave
of hia bondsmen.
judgment for the defendant, also
quieting her title to the lands Involved.
Another suit recently filed Is that
of the Southwestern Savings, Loan
and Building association against Cata- rino Romero to foreclose, a mortgage,
valued, at $475 dollars, on the residence property of the defendant on
Santa Fe Btreet on the West side.
S. D. W. Veeder and Elmer B. Veed-e- r
have brought suit against George
Ragan to recover on a contract In
vbich Ragan, It la claimed In the
complaint, leased the store formerly
occupied by the Shumate studio on
the Plaza for a year. The complaint
seta forth that the defendant, after
one month's occupancy of the studio,
moved out, ,in violation of the con
tract.

OPTIC
1871

Publisher by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated)
tt.

M,

CO.

Editor.

PADGETT....

the postoffice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico for trans-

Catered at

Mission through the United Statet
malls as second class matter.

fsr

Copy

Cae Week
One Month
finA Year

1

Dally, by Mail
(In advance)
Six Months (In advance)
0ae Tear (In arrears)
Six Months (In arrears)

7.80

$6.00
3.00
7 00
3.50

Pas Tear

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK

-

-

$125,000.00

il
THINKS

ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

FIGHT

AT

begin at once

TELEPHONES
business Office
Ntvta Department
THURSDAY,

.

..Main
..Main

.

OCTOBER

2

WINS

Newmarket, England, Oct. IS (via
Troubadour, an outsider ill
the betting, today won the Srazewltch
stakes, a handicap, at 2:14 miles for
three years and upwards. Green Fal
con was second and Arda third. Twenty-one
started.

from rage One

to reorganize our mili

tary strength If we expect to be able
to resist highhanded cases when the
day of necessity comes."
The Gardner resolution proposes a
Advertisers are guaranteed the
commission
to consist of three senaausest dally and weekly circulation
tors and three members of the house
New
northern
in
H any newspaper
and three persons to be named by the
Mexico,
president of the United States to
into the
make a full investigation
question of preparedness of the Unit
ed States for war.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucus lining of the Eustachian Tuba When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness Is
the result, and unless the inflammation can he taken out anil this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
cases out of ten are caused by CaTake, Hall's Family Pills for
tarrh, which is nothing but an
condition of the mucous surfaces.
H. P. Henoch, a husiness man of
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by Chicago, is In Las 'Vegas for a brief
catarrh) that cannot be cured by stay.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuRead The Optic Want Afls.
lar free.
3SB35

Our connection with the Rail-

way time service requires us at aJl
times to have efficient workmen!.
Send us your watch, optical and
jewelry repairing and we will give
you satisfaction.

2S2EJ

PUBLIC SALE

Robert J. Taupert
Jeweler and

Optician-A.T-

.fk

I will sell at public auction at the old Forsythe place on
South Pacific Street, Las Vegas, N. M., on Thursday Oct.
22, 1914, the following described stock:

S.F. Watch, Inspector

.

One year old Hereford Bull
One 16 month's Hereford Bull
One 5 year old steer
23 head coming 2 year old
steer's

7 head

of calves

over 6 months

old

4 cows with calves by their
sides
17 head of coming 2 and 3
year old heifers

34 cows without calves
6 head of ranch horses

These cattle are mostly high grade Herefords.
stock, are vaccinated against Black Leg,

..

JL

..

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MOvEY

All young

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Mninil
Dm W. Q QHD ON

Sale to commence at 9:30 o'clock A. M. sharp

TZilXlS OF SALE: CASH
A.

F. J. WESNER,
IL GERARD,
Clerk.
Auctioneer.

fj

E. F. GEHRING,

Prop.

1
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15, 1314.

THE BIG CHOI
San Miguel county farmers have
to Las Veas 50 carloads of
wieir products during the past few
;;iys. They are just beginning to dlstne
raised
their
during
of
crops
ijote
last summer, and the amount alrccdy
marketed is only the smallest fraction
total.

The larger part of the products
.brought here for sale are from the
dry farming district, and include
jr.rains that would do credit to an Illinois or a Kansas farm. Many of the
farmers, by tho use of silos, are cui
verting these crops into beef and bat-to- r
and cream, which is Infinitely better than disposing of them in the market. With the Introduction of scientific methods and as the farmers be
come better acquainted with the nature of the soil and the climate, the
dry farming lands In this section are
Incoming more and more profitable.
Already they are a highly valuable
asset to Las Vegas.

mm m wm
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TROUBADOUR
London).

WE CANNOT

of the

You Believe It?
Feople often accept statements with
a sort of mental reservation as much
as to say, "I am not convinced," which
leads us to remark that there is nothing that will so thoroughly satisfy
you of the excellence of Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy as a personal
trial. Mrs. John Fishton, Peru, Ind.,
who used this remedy in her family
for the past ten years, says of it, "I
always give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to my children when sick with
coughs or colds. I like it better than
any other because they take it willingly and it is free from narcotics. It
has never failed to give immediate
relief." For sale by all dealers. Adv.

Would

In Advancs

(Continued

Your watch is a delicate piece
of Machinery and should be entrusted only in the hsvnds of arv expert
mech vnic.

& Trust Company
Peoples"" Bank
Capital and Surplus

0

for Mall
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money
srder. If sent otherwise we will not
ee responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
(Cash

Expert
Repairing

,

H-0-

Btx Months

.amnnnnnnniiiiiimra

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can 1 get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

tomorrow night at
princi pall
a big rally to be held In the Elks'
theater in behalf of the condidacy of
and
TI. B. Fergusson for
of the other democratic
nominees,
state and county.

GARNER

GROWER

ae Tew

15, 1914.

Three Points

JONES TO SPEAK
Albuquerque, Oct. 15. If plana of
e'emocratic leaders In this city do not
l& 'miscarry, Assistant
secretary of the
66 the Interior A. A. Jones will be the

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by Carrier

OCTOBER

THURSDAY,

BIMW
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WE WILL MAKE YOU BETTER PRICE CONCESSIONS

tt

QUALITY CONSIDERED, THAN ANY STORE IN THE SOUTHWEST
li

Correct Styles in

SHOWING OF SHOES
Our complete line Is here ready to
supply your wants for Winter footwear. We guarantee that you cannot
buy better shoos anywhere.

Ladies' Suits and Coats

$3.50, $4.00 and $3.00

1

r

1,000 DAMAGES

The smartest lookin' feller
May be a reg'lar fool;
you're alius kicked the highest
By the meekest lookin' mule.

Sometimes the biggest fishes
Bites the smallest kinds of baits,
An' mighty ugly wimmln
Can make the best of mates.

that talks the nicest
Don't help you uphill;
The one that prays the loudest
Don't alius pay hia bill.

The man

I've alius noticed, fellers,
Hits a risky thing to do,
To kalkalate accordin'
To how things looks to you.

li

IV

Ill

i
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The foremost fashions have invaded all the available
space in pur popular Ready to Wear Department. Here,
you will find the richest materials from the American
and foreign looms. Some new idea will be shown in the
cut and style of each garment.

i

ALLEGES DEFENDANTS USED HIS
PASTURES WITHOUT THE

GAGE HATS
You should seo the New
tions here In Women's
nery. Prices range from

S7.50 to $42.50

Ready Made Garment

Section Displays ,
Hosts of Pretty Things
to show youjtheJNew Waists. The. marvelous
advance In style and manufacture accounts for the
An extraordinary
splendid display In this department.
gathering of Women's Dress Skirts is here for inspection.
We have the best assorted line of Skirts qf any store in
this part of the country. Be sure to see them.

We want
CreaMilli-

$3.50 to $12.50

LEGAL RIGHT
1

Among the suits recently filed with

Dress Goods and Silk.

Men's and Boy's Clothing

the county clerk are rwo by Secundlno
Romero, both seeking injunction,, one
Against Donaciano Garcia, the other
against Roman Garcia, to prevent

for Men.
Superior Underwear
aNIHMIMMMSHMSSMMMMBHnMMa
SBBBBBBSMSS

All the new weavs and colors are
Our showing of men's and young
The kind that are extremely pleas-ing- ,
men's suits is most complete. The here in profusion. Stripes and
perfectly, comfortableand give
whlie
in
to
leads
and
the
excellent
fabrics are equal
wear. We carry acomplete
Chiffon,
Silks,
styles
plaids
best)' custom made. The prices will Broadcloth heads the list of woolen line of sizes.
be found surprisingly low.
fabrics.

them from using lands belonging to
him for pasture and trespass. Romero
also seeks $1,000 damages. The court
' rias issued a temporary restraining
Wder, pending th$ hearing of the

SEE WffilWW DISPLAY

oases on October. 17,
A suit has been filed by Emlterlo
Ieyba against Manuel C. de Baca, the
complaint setting forth that the plain-

In Every Department of our Store we are Showing
A Representative line of most Desirable Merchandise

1

tiff turned over to the defendant seven cows valued at $50 each, with Instructions that they be taken by the
t
to his father, Seferlno C,
Baca; and that the defendant, Instead
of doin? bo, converted the cattle to
tils own uses. The return of the cattle
is asked for in the suit, and damages
to the amount of $250
In a recent Buit of the state against
?A(:y V. Clement, the state asks that
certain deeds to lands in "New Town"
Tiisde by Nicholas P. Cordova to the
defendant's father be declared null
nd void, and that tbe lands be sold
to pay a portion of a judgment against
'Cordova, in the case of the ti ate
Carlos Gabaldon.
vri formerly treasurer of San Mi m
til) or t
:mfy and was found to be
I.! h!j !wrtmit3
r1rrfh)vn was mitt
deft-ndan-

1

4
V

I

Pi

U
1

ifxzrncr's
iiust-rro-

cf

gemot
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all tastes
and all incomes, the
buying public has pa
tronized this store very liberally in past years, making it
as we believe, a popular store. We have reason to expect
this patronage just as long as we deal fairly and honestly,
OUR ; MOTTOsPRICE SELLS, QUALITY TELLS

BECAUSE

We

cater

to

Stohe of Quality

'Ths
J

1
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RELIEVE

"CASCARETS"

PERSONALS

SP, SOI

STOMACH

A. C. Gopping of Denver ia in Las
MOVE ACIDS, GASES AND CLOG
Vegas for a few days.
GED WASTE FROM LIVER AND
A. wr Saddler of Denver is in the
BOWELS

city for a brief stay.
S. G. Merriweather of Denver is
registered at a local hotel.
, Arthur Schroeder of "St. Louis is In
Las Vegas for a brief stay.
MS.
Rudulph of Mora came in last
night for a visit among friends.
Leo Wolfort of Chicago Is stopping
here for a few days on business.
,Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bowden of Raton
are among yesterday's hotel arrivals.
J. H. Foley of Kansas City is stopping in Las Vegas, on a short business
visit,
F. T. Woodward of Colorado Springs
is among yesterday's arrivals in Las
Vegas.
B, Rosenberg of Cincinnati is In
Las Vegas today making a few business calls.
William M. Bowman of Denver is
making a few business calls in Las
Vegas today.
M. Hyman of New York city is
among the more recent arrivals in
Las Vegas.
Mrs. C. H. Clay of Albuquerque is
among the more recent arrivals in
Las Vegas.
Richard Dunn of Gascon, N. M, ic
Richard Punn of Gascon, N. M is
Las Vegas.
A. A. Pepman of Boston is among
the commercial men who arrived in
Las Vegas last night.
H. Hi, Riley of LaJunta is registered at one of the city's hotels. He is
here on railroad business.
Leandro Sena and Pablo Sanchez
of Santa Rosa arrived in Las Vegas
last night for a short stay.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Smith of Denver are stopping over in Las Vega3
for a few days while en route west.
R. W. Meade of Cincinnati passed
through Lag Vegas en route home
:l'rom Los Angeles on a motorcycle. '
B.. R. Archer, circulation man of
the Albuquerque Journal, is in the
city for a short business stay.
J. D. Hand, L. J, Hand and W. W.
Tipton arrived in Las Vegas from
Onava last night. Jt D. Hand is said
to have made a large sale of sheep
yesterday.
and Mrs. M. A. Otero
passed through Las Vegas today as
passengers on train No. 1, en route
home after an extended trip through
the east.
Franklin Landls,' who has been in
(
Las Vegas for about a week, left on
train No. 10 for home today. Mr. Lan-diwho was the agent In the recent
land transaction,
probably will return to the city again
in three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Trumbull
and little son were among the Las
Vegans who left on train No 10 to-aMr. Trumbull is going to Pueblo
for his new automobile and Mrs.
Trumbull and the little boy are accompanying him as far as Raton.
Dr. and Mrs. R. K. McCIanahan
have returned from Albuquerque and
Santa Fe. At Albuquerque the doctor wag a member of the examining
"board of physicians In the "better
babies" contest at the state fair, and
at Santa Fe he attended the meeting
of the state medical society.
'

box now.

Get a

That awful sourness, belching of
acid and foul gases; that pain in the
pit of the stomach, the heartburn, nereat
after
vourness,' nausea, bloating
sick headache.
ing,- dizziness and
means a disordered stomach, which
can not be regulated until you remove
the cause. It isn't your stomach's
fault. Your stomach is as good as
any.

Try Cascarets; they immediately
cleanse the stomach, remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
foul gases; take the excess bile from
the liver and carry off the constipated
waste matter and poison from the
Then your stomach trouble
bcwels.
is ended. A Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by morning a
box from any drug store will
keep your stomach sweet; liver and
bewels regular for months.
Don't
forget the children their little
need a good, gentle celansing,
too

Adv.
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EXPERT

FOR SISTER

COUNTIES
STATE

COLLEGE

PROPOSES

HELP THIS SECTION
VELOP

TO

DE-

ITS LANDS

Dp., Ladd, late this afternoon,
informed The Optic that arrange
ments had been completed be-tweeri jthe IState College of Agri- culture and Mechanic Art, of
which he is president, and the
counties of Mora and San Mi- guel, for the establishment of the 4
office, of a farm , expert here.
This expert will work under the
direction, of the big state school
and will devote his entire time to
assisting San Miguel and Mora
county farmers. Each county,
through its commissioners, agrees
to bear its share of "the expense.

San Miguel and Mora counties have
an opportunity to profit by the operation of the "good of the state" extension work of the NewJMexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts In
an effort to make the college of greater value to the entire state than it
h:ja ever been before, Dr. George E.
Ladd, president of the Institution, has
secured the consent of his board of
regents to the placing of five agricul
tural experts in that many sections of
New Mexico to assist the farmers.
These men are to W paid jointly
by the college and by the counties In
which they are located. The financial
burden thus put upon the school is
rather heavy, but Dr. Ladd and his

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

15,

superintendent of extension work,
Professor Cooley, believe the investment will be a good one, as it will
enable the college to fulfill its mission of beijjg of service to the entire
state of New Mexico,
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy,
at the request of Dr. Ladd, has ex
amined the statutes t and given ibe
.
opinion that It is perfecuy legal
counties to bear a portion of the expense of maintaining the experts, for
the instruction of their farmers."
For Fall and Winter should be
Four Experts Placed
ordered now.
Dr. Ladd, who is here with Professor Cooley on an automobile tour of
We have a complete line of for- - K
the northern and central sections of
the state, yesterday informed Presi
eign and domestic suitings, comdent W. P. Southard of the Commer
cial club of the opportunity for San
prising all the latest weaves, and
Miguel and Mora counties to obtain
at right prices.
the services of the last expert remainother
four being
ing unplaced, the
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
located in Luna county, Dona Ana
Colfax
county,
county and the Pecos
receive special care.
valley district. Mr. Southard was so
interested in the scheme that he called in County Commissioners Fidel
Ortiz and John H. York and a number
of Ijusiness men, Including Jefferson
Reynolds, for a conference with Dr.
Ladd yesterday afternoon In the Commercial club rooms. The county commissioners said they favored the plan,
and it doubtless would be adopted if
Mora county
could be induced to Already Professor Cooley, who formake her proportionate appropriation. merly was an expert in San Luis counThe matter will be taken up at the ty, Colorado, has succeeded In finding
first meetings of the two boards of a profitable market for clover in large
commissioners. The cost would not quantities. Later on, Dr. Ladd said,
be heavy for either county.
the college will go fully into the deHow the Men Work
velopment of a market for New MexEach of the experts is equipped ico products. He says it is the aim
with an automobile with which he to make the college valuable to every
visits the farming districts for five portion of the state.
days in each week. His business is
to advise the agriculturists upon such
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
subjects as seed selection, soil prepThey hang on all winter if not
aration, rotation of crops, fighting of
pests and animal diseases, standardi- checked, and pave the way for serious
zation of crops (this means the grow- throat and lung diseases. Get a botComing of products of such size and qual- tle of Foley's Honey and Tar
It
,
and
take
Stops
freely.
ity as to find a ready market) and pound,
raw inflamed
along any other line's that may de- coughs and colds, heals
and is
velop. On the sixth day of the week throat, loosens the phlegm
children
for
Best
laxative.
mildly
the expert will remain in his office
O. G.
constantly and can be called upon by and grown persons. No opiates.
Store.
Cross
Red
and
Schaefer
Drug
the farmers.
e
Adv.
Increases Crop Yields
The plan 3s much better than thej
conduction of an experimental farm,
as it makes of each farm an experimental tract, where the best results
possible will be attained by the use
of scientific methods. Dr. Ladd said
he had been Informed that some of
the land in this vicinity which produced from 40 to 50 bushels of oats
(Continued from Page One)
to the acre 15 years ago has fallen to
a yield of about 15 or 20 bushels now,
'Second, On the center, between the
as the result qf lack of rotation. He
Oise and the Meuse, we have advancsaid that an expert farmer could have
ed in the direction of Craconne.
increased the fertility of the soil InTo the northeast of the highway
stead of sapping it.
from Berry aui Bao to Rheims during
Did Some Good Here
where at
the night of October
As an example of the good the farm tacks occurred to the southeast
of
experts can do ia a community, Dn. Verdun, our troops advanced on the
Ladd was called upon this morning fourteenth to the south of the highto examine some sick hog on a near- way tfrom Verdun to Metz.
by ranch. He found the animals were
"Third, On our right wing, the par
The hogs tial offensive movement undertaken
suffering from cholera
were killed immediately, stamping out by the Germans In the Ban de Sapt,
what might have been a serious epi to the north of Saint Die, has been
demic.
definitely checked.
Will Make Better Market
"In Russia the fighting continues
Dr. Ladd told a representative of icitv of Warsaw, stretching along the
The Optic this morning that the ex- ity of Warsaw, stretching along the
tension experts of the agricultural Vistula and the San as far as Prze- w!th mysl and further in a southerly direccollege will work in
in
thus
those
other states,
affording tion as far the Dnelster. There has
a better market for farm products. been no change In the east of Prussia."
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TIM&25C STORE
You are getting the best values

of- -

ered.

the best in all

Qt. Cranberries.
5 lbs Green Tomatoes
5 lbs Quinces
1 lb Horse Radish Root
1 lbs talian Garlic
1 lb Linburger Cheese

10c

1

1 Box

25c
25c
... .1 . 20c
20c
25c
Cammerbert Cheese .... 30c

Box Blue Hill Chili Cheese
1 Basket Concord Grapes
4 lbs Sweet Potatoes
1

.

SE

l5c

. . .

NOTICE
No ehootingj hunting or fishing al
lowed on what Is known as the A. G.
Green lake and ranch, north of the
city. Trespassers will be prosecuted
to extent of law.
A. G. GREEN,
Mrs. P. C, NISSON,

Ostend's Fall Conceded
Folkestone, Oct. 5 (via London).
The Kenilworth, one of the last four
'
steamships to leave Ostend, arrived
today, bringing 2,000 refugees. Among
them were some Belgian soldiers, and
as they "f ere not wounded, the Infer
ence was that the Belgians considered
the taking of Ostend by the Germans
inevitable and so caused the removal
of every one who otherwise wouW be
likely to be taken prisoner.
All regular communication across
tho channel to Ostend has now been
stopped. Three other vesseds, which
sailed from Ostend with the Kenilworth have not yet arrived.

the battle to the east of Wirballen
in Russian Poland, which has been
raging since October 4, continues fa
vorable to the Germans. Repeated
atttaiptjS:of the Russians to storm
pthe trenches have resulted In ihea'vy
losses. The Russian efforts to drive
out the Germans by terrific artillery
fire daily so far have failed.
"The Austrian stronghold of Prze-msi, the German official statement
continues, Is now entirely freed of
the Russian siege. The Russians are
in a fortified position along the line
of StryJ, Sambor and Madyka, which
row is being attacked by the Aus
trians. This line is supposed to keep
in check the direct Austrian advance
from Przemysl toward Ijemberg.."
The funeral of Mrs. Irene J. Nut
ting, who died Tuesday morning, was
held this morning at 10:30 o'clock
from the First Methodist church. Interment was in the Odd Fellows' cemetery, under the direction of J. C.
Johnsen & Son.
Rose Melville Is again playing

MASTERS

POSITIVELY

CROUP

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,

Mass, Mich., writes
Honey and Tar to
croup and it always
G. Schaefer and Red

:vj

i

5

KANSAS

-

CITY LIVE

STOCK

Kansas City, Oct. 15. Hogs, receipts
000. Market steady. Bulk $77.40;
heavq $7.207.35; pigs $6.507. .
Cattle, receipts 4,500. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $9.6u10.65; western steers $6.509; calves $6.50
10.50.
Sheep, receipts 12,000. Market stea-dLambs $6.907.50;
yearling

Ml

Is

the

cheapest

VALUES

prices.

BBAKESl

INTO CONSIDERATION.
,Atj
tfifi store thjit shows you GOOD VALUES for the

Trade at

least

money.

I
i
i

11

THIS IS ECONOMY THAT IS ECONOMY IN THE LONG RUN,
See our goods and ask, us questions. We are glad to have you make
.7
j
comparisons, because we know that our buying power puts us in a
position to mark our goods lower than those who purchase for just
one, or. a few stores. For instance,
23c
3 for itlobf 'varue Ladies' Men's or Children's Hose. ,....
65o vaue";Ladies' Fleeced 2 piece underwear
'"e
CCo
11.25 iiilue iLadies' Wool 2 piece Underwear f.:.. .:i. .v.
Children's! Fleeced Underwear. According to size aiid kind.
tj Zz
.'t
A'lo and Ha
Children's,' Misses and Boys' Fleeced Unions
49o
63c value Men's Heavy B'leeced 2 piece Underwear
SCc
$1.25 value Men's Heavy Fleeced Unions
2
Wool
Underwear
2o
Men's
$1.25 value
piece
1.."3
2
Wool
Underwear
Men's
$1.50 value
piece
,
$1.43 ?nd tl.f-Men's Wool Unions at...
.:
$1.25 value Boys' and Girls' Sweaters
: .
$1.50 value Men's Sweaters
11.' '
$3.00 value Wool Sweaters
$4.00 value Wool Sweaters,,,,,,,,
The above Is just an idea. We sell everything in Clotnes, Dry
Goods, Hats or SWoes at similarly low prices.

...--
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LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE

On

Plaza

'..',:!

y.

$.;.256.

'

This does not negessarlly mean
MUST

.'"We give Foley's
our children for
acts quickly." O.
Cross Drug Store.

Adv.

ECONOMICAL .FALL

Berlin Denies It
Berlin, Oct. 15 (By wireless to Sayvllle). It Is officially announced that

i

AS ON S

35c
25c

Germans are Routed
London, Oct. 15. A dispatch Ifrom
Petrograd to the Messagero of Rome
efrmy
says (that the Austro-Germa- n
yesterday was completely defeated in
the. neighborhood of Warsaw, Russian
Poland. The Austrians and Germans
suffered enormous losses. The Russians are stated to have taken thou
'
sands of prisoners.

15
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J. M. Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,
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$50,000.00
-

The sale of Coffee Decreased
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CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
VH9 BEST GOOD! OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

Na7C19

Trinidad Romero, et al
Defendants
To Serapio Romero, Trinidad Ro
mero, Jr., and Epimenia B. Romero:
You and each of you will please take
notice, that there has been filed and
is now pending in the District Court
of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of New Meixco, sitting within
and for the County of San Miguel, a
certain cause entitled Miguel Chavez,
Plaintiff, vs. Trinidad Romero, Aetna
Building Association, a corporation;
Miguel Romero, Serapio Romero, Roman Romera, Trinidad Romero, Jr.,
Trinidad Romero and Valeria L. de
Epimenia B. Romero, Valeria R. do
Bond, Margarita R. ae Taylor, Trinidad G. Romero and Cleotilde R. de
Marquez, heirs of Valeria L. de Ro
mero, deceased, Defendants, the same
being numbered 7619 on the civil
docket of said court; that the gen
eral objects of said suit and action
are to obtain Judgment in favor of
the said Plaintiff, Miguel Chavez, for
the sum of Two Thousand Five Hundred ($2,500.00) Dollars, with costs
and attorneys fees, and interest thereon at the' rate of 10 per centum per an
num from the 22nd' day of September,
account of a promissory
1909, on
note for said amount, dated March 22,
1906, in favor of said Plaintiff and
signed by Trinidad Romero, and Valeria L. de Romero, which said note
was due on or before five years after
to foreclose a certain in
its date
denture of mortgage dated March 23,
1906, made, executed and delivered
to the Plaintiff herein by the said
Trinidad Romero and Valeria L. de
Romero, to secure the payment of the
said promissory note, which said
mortgage covers that certain lot or
purcel of land and real estate lying
on the south side of the public plaza
in the Town of Las Vegas, San Miguel
County, New Mexico, and bounded on
the north by the said Plaza; on the
east by property formerly of Paul
Phillips; on the south by Moreno
street; and on the west by property
of Charles Ufeld; to sell said prop
erty under suen decree of foreclosure
to satisfy the judgment obtained; and
to obtain judgment for any deficiency
that may remain after applying the
proceeds of such foreclosure sale as
required by law; all of which will
more fully appear from the complaint
on file in said cause in the court
aforesaid.
And you are further notified that
unless you, and each, of you, enter oi
cause to be entered your appearance
In the said cause on or before the
ninth day of November, A. D. 1914,
judgment will be rendered In said
cause against you by default and a
decree pro confesso taken therein,
of East Las Vegas, New Mexico, are
attorneys for the Plaintiff in this
cause.
N. B. Laughlin, Esq., of Santa Fe,
New Mexico, and H. W. Clark, Esq,
Dated at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
this 10th day of September, A. D.

You

Millie

&e

In

vs.

1L'

1914.

BY PUBLICATION

the District Court, Fourth Judl- cial District, State j)f New Mexico,
County of San MigueL
Plaintiff
Miguel Cliavez

- J tw
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-

DR. ADELAIDE

B.

LEWIS

Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
munication first and
In Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
third Thursday
Residence Phone Main 384
ech month. Visiting
YJ
bothers cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M.. H. . Van
MONUMENT CO
Petten. Secretary,
Albuquerque, N, M,
216 St. Central
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
18 Years practical Experience.
r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
EL A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS.
conclave second Tues-dey In each month at Ma
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Attorney-at-LaSmith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

COLUMN

JONES-BOWEA-

Reg-ula-

OPTIC'S NUMXSXt MAIN I.
RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo- cation first Monaay in eaun

f

.

HUXMANN

' Dentist

,
Dental work of any description at
month at Masonic Temple
moderate prices
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar, Room
Center Block. Office Phone
1,
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411.
tary.

cents per (In tach Insertion. 1 gijM
Eetlmate tlx ordinary words to a Hn.
No ad to occupy lest space than two
'tS&
All
lints
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO
without regard to number ef worts.
4. Meeti every Monday
Tenlng at
Cash In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth staeet All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend
J. Frledenstlne, N. G.: A. T. Rogers
V. O.; T. M. Elvfood,
Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C V. Hedgcock,
Girl tor general houseWANTED
Cemetery Trustee.
work at Harvey's Ranch. Address
Box B, City,
B. P, O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED Reliable woman for gen month Elks" home on NlnQ street
eral housework. 725 Sixth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
WANTED Boarders and roomers by Secretary.
month, week or day at 718 Lincoln
Good home cooking.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
MODERN light housekeeping rooms month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
with sleeping porcht 1030 Fifth Ladies always welcome O. L. Freestreet.
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A V. Morrow, Local
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
keeping rooms, modern, private fam Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
car line Sixth street, East Las Vegaa, M. II
ily, one block from
1103 Lincoln avenue. Phone Main
S67.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth. Thursday evening each
hall. Visitini
month t 'VT. O.
S&to
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
sold Saturday, 17th, at City Hall Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
10 o'clock a. m. Ben Coles.

Five

DR. F.

LOCAL TIME CASO
East Bound
Arrive

Wanted

For ficnt

for

No.
No.

No.
No.

I.... 7:20
4. ...11:64
.... 1:25
IS.-,.-

p. m
p.

m... ..11:11

a. m
1:35 p. m
West Bouna

.

Dean
7:41 f.

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

1....

I....

7..T.
I

a

P.

4

1:11 a.
!: 1.

a
l

Depart

1:10 p. m
l:8g a. .Li
1:35 a. m
(:40 a. &
4:20 . m..... 4:M p. .
:35

p.

m..... 7:M

p.

W. T. Huchens, Nlclioison, Ga., had
a severe attack of rheumatism. His
feet, ankles and joints were swollen,
and moving about was very painful.
He was certainly in a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
He says, "Just a few doses made mo
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
RACE

POSTPONED

Lexington, Ky., Oct. 15. Rain caused a postponement of the trotting
meeting of the Kentucky Horse Breeders' association again today.

To the Public
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
"I used a bottle of Chamberlain's
FOR SALE One hot blast coal stove,
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly Cough Remedy last winter for a segood as new, one large wood stove, Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second vere bronchial cough and can cons- Apply to H. P. Browne, Photoplay and fourth Tuesdays of each month at cientiously say that I never took a
medicine that did me so much good,"
theater.
8 p. m.
J, S. Nelson, Consul; Q. writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews,
Lae mmle. Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- Ind. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
cal
Deputy. Visiting members are esROCIADA MERCANTILE CO.,
H. H. Frazee is to produce a play
Dealers in Choice Timothy Hay and pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
"A Woman of Today," by Elizacalled
Grain of All Kinds
Gould and Frances White-hcusHull
beth
Located at Regensberg Broth
FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
.. jj
fjTfJU
ers' old stand, 1122 National . Ave.
102 Meets every Monday night U
Send Us Your Orders
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a'
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
There Is such ready action In Foley
dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Prest Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
CALL FOR BIDS
1914.
LORENZO DELGADO, dent; Mrs. J. T-- Buhler, Secretary; from the very first dose. Backache,
or
Sealed
bids
will
be
proposajs
Clerk.
(Seal)
C.
B, Bally, Treasurer.
received at the office of the County
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
Clerk of Mora County, at Mora, New
and irregular action disappear with
OF COLUMBUS, COUN their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay,
Mexico, until noon Monday, Novem- KNIGHT8
CITROLAX
804. Meets second an
CIL
NO.
ber 9th, 1914, for the construction of
Wis., says :"My wife is rapidly reCITROLAX
!curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall covering her health and strength, due
a
steel bridge over the
river at Watrous. The bridge Pioneer building. Visiting memben solely to Foley Kidney Pills.". O. G.
Best thing for constipation, sour
to
a width of sixteen feet and are cordially Invited. Richard Devlnt Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
have
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowG. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Adv.
a
of 375 feet.
length
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
Plans and specifications may be
once. Gives a most thorough and satisfactory flushing no pain, no nau- seen at the office of the County Clerk
sea.
Keeps your system cleansed, at Mora, New Mexico, or at the office
sweet and wholesome. Ask for Cit of George E3, Morrison, civil engineer,
..20c per 100 lbs.
2,000 pounds or More, each dllvery
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross at East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
...25c
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
per 100 lbs.
Copies of plans may be had lrom the
Drug Store. Adv.
30c
to
200
each
1,000
per 100 lbs.
delivery
pounds
pounds,
engineer on the payment of a fee of
40c per 100 lbs.
each
200
to
50
delivery
pounds,
pounds
two dollars to cover cost of making
MARRIED NOBLEWOMAN
50c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery....
New York, Oct. 15. James Cox copies.
All bids must be accompanied by
Brady, son of the late Anthony
Nl
Brady, and Lady Victoria May Perry, a bond In the sum of ten per cent
daughter of the Earl and Countess of (10 per cent) of the bid with two or
Harvesters, Storera and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Limerick were married today at Mon- more sufficient sureties thereto, resiLasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous,
mouth Beach, N. J. Brady's father dents of the County of Mora, condiOFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
left an estate estimated at $60,000,000. tioned for the faithful performance of
In
a
lieu of such bonds,
said bid or.
When your food does not digest check certified to the satisfaction of
e
well and you feel "blue," tired and the County Commissioners will
discouraged, you should use & little acceptable. The said bridge to he
WHAT YOU WANT
HERBINE at bedtime. It ocens the completed on or before three months

CITROLAX

five-spa-

Sa-pel-

RETAIL PRICES

A G'U A

PURA COMPANY

FID

purifies the system and
stores a fine feeling of health and en
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Contral
Drug Co. Adv.
bowels,

re- -

BACK TO DEMOCRACY
New York, Oct. 15. Mayor Mitchel,
elected last year on a fusion ticket
opposed to the local democratic oi- ganizatlon, announced today his Intention of supporting Governor Glynn,
democratic nominee for governor.

from the date of the contract.
Interest at the rate of six per cent
(6 per cent) will be allowed on all de
ferred payments.
Upon the acceptance of a bid, the
successful bidder will be required to
furnish a bond in the sum of twice
the amount of the bid conditioned for
the faithful performance of the con.
tract entered Into between the County
Commissioners and such successful
bidder.
The County Commissioners of Mora
County reserve the right tt reject any
or all bids if they deem it for the
best interest of the County of Mora

You will like their positive action
They have a tonic effect on the bow
els, and rive a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract. so to do.
Stir the liver to healthy activity and THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY
keep stomach sweet. Constipation,
OF MORA. By JOHN GANDERT,
headache, dull, tired feeling never
those who use Foley Cathartic Attest:
Chairman.
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer ' TITO MELENDEZ, Clerk.
af-fe-

am

Red Cross

r"S

Store.-

-

Ad sr.

15 22 29 5

:

WANT ADS

AND
SELL WHAT YOU BONT WANT

Out the people to whom among those who
the particular thing Is worth most

CLASSIFIED ADS search
MIGHT BUY

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads la this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here. .
J
1

OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
iurniture, articles or useiuiness or any son, musical Instru- .
ments.
WANT ADS are Inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S SATIS-FIED. Try them.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

.15, 1914.
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and
get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
McCLURE'S

IGAZI

THE" WOMEN'S HOME COM

NATIONAL

THE

SPORTSMAf

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being

1

bothered by any possible delay

THE
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The Daily Optic for one year
The Dally Optic and one
Hagazine for one year
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SUBSCRIPTION

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

1

YOUR

$7-5-
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$7.00
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The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

DELICIOUS EATING APPLE

MUTUAL THEATER

FLEMISH BEAUTY RUSSETS

Mission Grapes

STORE
NEWS

PURE AND SWEET
APP1 P (rJIfPPR
0 to

GALLOU

I

CI

THE CASH GROCER

Cutler Brothers, insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

Fruit and

North-

Vegetables

Watch for our big adv. tomorrow.

of all

Adv.

Taicherfs Clothing Store.

Old Taylor 97htsKey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
H. M. Northrop has been confined
to bis home for several days on ac-

count of illness

mf

mm

ranges, large or

mtmm&GSBSswtmKTsa small,

WE WILL GIVE

ABSOLUTELY., FREE.,
'QUE $3ALF TON
Sale starts Saturday the 10th Until SaturdayOct. 17th

For Cash Only
our prices, we can save you money and remember we

jive you Half Ton of Coal absolutely Free.

Page Furniture
Phone Vegas

Tie

(Si

Undertaking Co.

114

511

Sixth St

fJcdarn Woinn
knows there is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuows the best
is the cheapest. That is why bo
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.
Ask your grocer for Pure
Quill Flour.

Se

Grocer and Baker

Royal Neighbor pumpkin pie social
and 5 cent dance at 0. R. C. hall

Just received, a beautiful
Standish.--Adv-

MYSTERY

TONIGHT

new line

C millinery to be closed out at
third off. Mrs. A.

MILLION DOLLAR

one- -

EPISODE OF CLEVER PHOTOPLAY
WILL BE SHOWN AT THE
taken the
MUTUAL THEATER
.

The water wagon rs sure having a
hard time to earn a living in Las
Vegas. Only the other day it fell off
itself, and again yesterday afternoon,
about 4:30 o'clock, it had such a narrow escape from utter annihilation
that today it is laid up for meditation.
It is not out of commission, hut its
nerves aire sorely strained.
And the new colt of the fire team
made all the trouble. All afternoon
he was feeling a little fractious; not
maliciously, but rather more kitten-ishlJust as the wagon had been
refilled at the water plug at the corner of Railroad avenue and Center
street he felt an itching in his hind
legs, and let them go, simultaneously
and together-likat once in the same
manner. Fortunately the driver was
on the seat and drew the team close
into the wagon so that the ambitious
hoofs could not "get free actlom. Former experience had taught the driver
and others of the folly of allowing
those hoofs to fly around loose.
Help came and the team was unhitched from the wagon, but just before the lines were unhooked the colt
bolted down Railroad avenue dragging
the old gray horse after him. In
front of the Bacharach store they
stopped, and a guest of the Castaneda
hotel ran out to assist in the rescue.
Something about him did riofalftfgether please the colt.' He showed
it in his eyes. Then, with a snort, he
took out after the guest and almost
beat him a race around a telegraph'
When the lines had tied the
pole.
cot.into a hard knot at the pole the
race stopped.
No damage was done except that a
bit of bark was missing from the hind
legs of the colt, which he had kicked
off himself, and a few straps of the
harness were broken.
Poor old "water wagon! What next?
e

A.' W." Garvarack has
place of "WV F. Garlinghouse, a clerk
in the office' "of Superintendent F. L. Mjstery," . the motion picture detec
Myers of the Santa Fe railway.
tive story which is attracting nation-vid- e
attention. The synopsis of the
Jose A. de Baca has claimed his episode is as follows:
At the bottom of the sea. The coun
premiums awarded by the county fair
judges as follows: Division 1, Class tess plans a cunning scheme. This
B, peck of oats, second prize; and causes Florence to despair.. Jones,
peck of wheat, second prize.
learning of it, secretly removes from
its hiding place, a tin box labeled
There will be a special meeting of 'Sid. Hargreave.f' Cautiously, he
the local lodge of the Loyal Order of steals away with it, hires a swift moMoose heid this evening in- Woodman tor boat and starts out to sea'. The
hall, beginning at the regular hour. band's spy sees Jones remove the
Business of importance and a full atTonight only at the Mutual- theater
on Bridge street will be shown the
tendance is desired.
fifth episode in the "Million Dollar TRAVELER
PISTES THE
Sample Suit ana Overcoat sale. box. After losing sight of him, the
Prices range ?8.75, $11.75, $14.75, spy joined by Bralne, trace him, hire
BAGGEMAN'S JAW
$18.25, former price $17.50 to $27.50. a speeding motor boat and locate him
Taicherfs Clothing Store, Correct desperately trying to bury the box
on a nearby lonely island. They frus- HE PAYS FOR HIS FUN BY A TRIP
Garments for Men. Advi.
trate this plan, pursue him and In a
TO THE CITY POLICE
M. W. Browne, secretary of the board whirlwind chaae close up with him.
COURT
of regents of the New Mexico Normal The scene ends with the pursuing moA. A.
University, who suffered a slight tor boat a mass of flames, the purHepman, a traveling salesman,
stroke of paralysis recently, and later suers struggling in the sea, Jones discovered today that justice is somewent to Denver for treatment, writes speeding away safely and the box, still times Bickeled o'er with a
pale cast
that he is feeling much better and unopened, at the bottom of .the sea.
of speed. Also that it does not pay
to make unprovoked attacks on the
hopes to be able to return to his home
Republican nrimaries were held last upper regions of baggagemen.
and duties at an early date.
He
night on the West side in precincts! planned to leave the city as a passenSeason tickets for the T. M. C. At Nos. 6, 3 and 5, at which the number ger on train No. 10 for the east
today.
entertainment course are ready for of delegates alloted was doubled, each He did; but he made a forced march
distribution at the association build- delegate to have half a vote in the to the office of Police Judge
Murray
first.
ing, according to Secretary Scatter-day- . convention.
Those who have subscribed for
The baggageman wus placldlv mark
FOR SALE
tickets are invived to rail and get
the trunks with the strange chalk
ing
Four room adobe house, newly rethem. Reservations will be made on
narks that are peculiar to baggageand completely furnished; two
Wednesday, October 21, at which time paired
men, when Hepman, who saw the
all holders of season tickets should lots well improved. Price $G00.00.
aughty, nasty lines and curves go
INVESTMENT
AND AGENCY CORbe present to select seats for the
ing on his nice tin box, objected, and
PORATION
course;
told the b. m. to take tbem Heht nrr
603 Lincoln Avenue
quick like that. The b. m., who was
but performing his duty, nroceerlert
Barney Kolbo, proprietor of the Kol-CALL FOR PRIMARY bo dairy on the Mora road, says that
with his task. Hepman, who had exThe republicans of Precinct No. 6
Koy C. Engels does not conduct his
pressed himself earlier in the day as
will
hold a primary election at tne of- noi
dfJry, but is merely using a small
especially caring for the West anytract of his land on which, to raise fice of Justice of the Peace Felix Gar- way, increased the tension of his
farm products. Engels Is the ynung cia V Gutierrez nn. P.rtrlp-f-O 'J aifaat Vll speech. Then he got out of low
gear
man who raised some garden truck
at 5 into the high, ready for the
....owij c, cuing utiuuer
rough
for
o'clock,
the purpose of electing place that he felt was
that took prizes at the county fair
coming.
as was announced in The Oplic last delegates to the county convention to
When the b. m, went behind the
be
on
held
October 19.
counter of the baggage room, still on
night. He got first prizes for cabbag
Signed
es and squash and second prize for
Ms labor bent, Hepman followed beW. B. STAFF,
onions. He came here seven months
hind, gripped the other 'by the throat,
FELIX B. GARCIA,
turned his head around to a satisfac
ago from Callaway, Neb.
FIDEL ORTIZ,
tory angle, and pasted him one on the
AMADOR ULIBARRI,
cluck.
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
MARTIN DEIGADO,
Then came Chief of Police Coles
Committee.
Carriage out Saturday morning.
quietly upon the scene. Mr. Hepman
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
made his forced journey under convoy
to the city hall, pleaded guilty, paid his
AUTO STAGE
SUIT SALE
It for, the de- Automobile stage line to Mora trl fine, of $5, pussy-footeFifteen women's suits on sale, $17.50 weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- pet, left on the train as per schedule
brit wiser.
to $30 values, now $11.67 to $20. We urday, leaving Las Vegas
postofflce
have placed 15 on sale. They are 8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m
Mrs. Anna Elizabeth Mayer, wite of
made of the most substantial, nobby Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
materials and are designed for worn- 5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5; Charles Mayer of 1209 Eighth street,
ei with conservative tastes. See One way, $3. Round trip tickets good died at an early hour this morning.
Mrs. Mayer had been an Invalid for
them at Bacharach's. Adv.
for one week. H. B. Hubbard,
Prop the
past six years. Services will be
held at the home tomorrow afternoon
THE GREAT MAJESTIC

S3

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the

A

past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank
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Get

JOHN II. YORK

;

Finch's Golden VFedmng Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

With ever purchase of any of
our heaters, or

kinds

ftumy laughable poses. They are taking pictures of old, young, little and
bis men, women and children. Boys,
the
tie careful not to walk down
street with some other fellow's girl.
Girls, don't get out of the house without your hair combed, and everybody
he careful where you go, who you are
with and how you look for the camera
CAMERA FIENDS BUSY
friends may get your picture and will
The camera fiends are in town to- show it on the screen LIFE SIZE
day and tomorrow. They are cleverly Saturday at the Browne where you
working In the business and residen- can see yourself as others see you.
tial section and all over the city get- It's a comedy, a roar from start to
ting pictures of our people in the most finish.

at 3 o'clock, at which Rev. J. S. Moore
will officiate, and to which all friends
are invitedt The interment will be in
the Masonic cemetery, and will be
'
private. It was the wish of Mrs.
Mayer that there should be no

THAT YOUNG COLT IS RAPIDLY
DEMOLISHING THE POOR
OLD VEHICLE

Concord Grapes

Debut" Keystone

LOCAL

1914.

CASE OF "NERVES"

Jersey Sweet
Potatoes

THURSDAY
"Million Dollar Mystery Episode
No. 5." Thanhouser.

."Fatty's

15,

Spring Chickens

Bridge St

First Show Starts at 7.15

FANCY TABLE PEARS

OCTOBER

WATER WAGON HAS

TONIGHT

JONATHANS
GRIMES GOLDEN

THURSDAY,

Las Vegas Roller Mills

-

J.

C. JOIIfiSEN

5

SON'S

III fill

MUPi MP

SMI

CaJls Answered Promptly

Day or NigHt

-

Phone Main 258
a

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Micheiin tubes
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK DONE

ATM

need-

SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

t

w

Just Received two Ford Cars to accommodate those who want an immediate
delivery. TREE DEMONSTRATION.

GALL AND SEE U8.

'

1126 National Ave. E. Las Vegas, N.M.

At

ike Hose

Of

The Best

Of Everyling

Eatable

HOT AIR

nn
s-

MAJESTIC
MFG.

CO.

Evaporated Raspberries. Loganber.

Currents, HaJscns, Lemon Peel,
Orange Peel and Citron

TflE GRMF

h

Mim

CO.

SHE
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SIR

H WILL take a balloon a
long- way up. But it won't
KEEP it there.'

j
(ft

5

EASIEST TERMS

LID WIG Wn:.

ILIELD

You didft,t

Clean

Garments.

V:E CAN

Las

Vt--

FLEASt
?Av?.:n

this time.

EARLY

or Dye
your ok!
1

set

yourFORDout

-

5, Klsffistfn Rannes
uave ueen soiu uy ua iui
15 years and every fa'ige
is still giving: satisfaction.

-

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

p

J

TOO BAD!

of our last shipment.
We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be

MFG. CP.
5T.UUIS.

ries.

iiiti

-

vUust DLeceived
New

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

YOU

I;trrJ ry

CIIAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents fcf 7 ho Ford
'

